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New car  crashi i te:st results released 
WASHINGTON (AP( -- Crash tests of 20 car models in- 
dicate that occupants of13 of them would die if the car hit a 
wall at 56 kllometrea n hour, the U.S. transportation 
department reports. . 
The tests also shewed that U.S. auto-makers are building 
new smallcars that are safer than many now on the highway 
and that North American cars are generally safer than 
imported models tudied. 
' U.S. Transportation Secretary Nell Goldachmldt says he is 
"particularly encouraged by the showing of such small cars 
as the Chevrolet Citation and Chevette, the Plymouth 
these cars performed very well under test, giving a clear 
indication that it is I~mible te build safer small car~," he 
says. 
"In a' number of tests where the vehicle performed well, 
the vehicle faded the test because the gnat-holt systems was 
insufficient to prevent the occupants from striking the dash 
o~ steering wheel and fatally injuring, them." 
In the testa, cars carrying dummy occupants wearing seat 
belts were subjected toa frontal crash Into a walJ and a rear. 
end collision, the latter to check for fuel lank rupture. 
Goldschmidt says the frontal tests are equivalent to two 
Horizon and the Ford Mustang," vehicles hitting hnad-on at a combined clusing speed of 112 
"Both the structures and safetY-belt restraint systems in  kilometrea an hour. 
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TERRACE-KIT IMAT 
14 Flavors 
DOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer & Pop Bottles 
4636 Lazelle ~,ve. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Open I0 a~m.-5 p.m. dsllyexcep~ Sunday 
, Frl.tll l9 pJn. Wedosschly, October 17, 1979 
All of the cars were 1979 models except for the Citation and 
an AMC Concord, hath 1980. 
In addition to the four models cited by Goldschmidt, hese 
cars passed the occupant protection testa in the frontal 
crashes: 
• Oldsmobile Cerises-Pontiac GrandPrix, Buick Riviera and 
Dodge Magnum.Cbryaler Cordoba. 
Models in which the occupants were perceived as fatally 
injured were: Datsun 210, Volkswagen Rabbit, Plymouth 
Champ.Dodge Colt, Mercury Bobcat.Ford Pinto, Toyota 
Cellca, Pontiac Fizebird-Chevrclet Careers, Plymouth 
C~lere-Dedgn Aspen, Ford Fairmont-Mercury Zephyr, 
evromt Impala.Pontiac Catalina, O]dsmobUe l& 98- 
I 
/ 
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Buick Electra, Mercury Marquis.Ford LTD Landau, 
Chrysler LeBaron-Dodge Diplomat and Dodge St. Regis. 
Chrysler Newport. 
The ears listed with a hyphen are basically the same 
model, and fIn some cases only one was tested. 
Joan Claybrook, administrator f the U.S. National High- 
way Traffic Safety Administration, says th~ tests were ex- 
perimental nd should not he viewed as complete. 
"In order to establish a more comprehensive and 
statistically reliable measure of now ear crashworthiness, it 
will be necessary to crash.test more models and more 
samples of each model, and perhaps to test them in other 
crash modes," she says. 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
Seal Cove IM., Pr, Ruuert 
624-5639 
WE DUY copper, brass; all metals, 
batteries, etc, Call us - We are 
open Men. thr0op Sat., 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Gasoline pr ice hikes predicted 
I Happy 
99th 
Fred 
By DON SCHAFFER 
Herald Staff Writer 
Fred Hampton celebrated his 99th birthday 
Monday at the Skeenaview Lodge. Hampton, 
who was one of the first white settlers of the 
Terrace area, had a quiet lmrty attended by 
other members of the Oddfellows Hall  and the  
Rebekaha, the female 0ddfellows, in the East 
Wing HaD in Skeenaview. 
Hampton arrived in Terrace on Feb. 29, 1908, 
after walking from Kitlmat. He at one time lived 
on a farm in Dutch Valley, and lived on his own 
until five years ago, when he mov~ into 
Skeenaview Lodge. ' 
Hampton's party was thrown by the Odd- 
fellows, to which he has belonged for 68 years. 
The OddfeHows is a 'fraternal and service 
organization, who have just recently rebuilt heir 
old hall, which burned down two years ago. The 
new, hal l  iS. a t .~ .  M _u~,.:~s)e,~-,, : ,:,:/..~,,.,.~, ~:,~ .. ~.. . ... ~. 
' 'C0hgr~tiil~/ti~ttk to bii'. :~Id~bto/i 'froni 'Uie 
Daffy Herald, and we hope to attend his birthday 
party  next year. 
!~, ,  
UNIVERSITY TRANSFER 
Class size dropped 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer. 
Statistics released this 
week show the enroiment for 
university transfer courses 
at the Northwest Community 
College is down in Terrace. 
The  statistics further 
indicate the average 
enrolment number per 
course has dropped 
significantly throughout the 
college area, even though 
total enrolment is up. 
The total enroiment for 
university transfer courses, 
which are courses for which 
credit will he grunted at 
PRESLEY 
AN 
ADDICT 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Elvis Presley, his veins 
pumped full of drugs, 
prayed to God for relief a 
few hours before he died, 
says a book by his step 
mother and three step 
brothers. 
Estimates say about 
20-30 cents a gallon 
I I 
v ~ . 
proposes to increase 
gasoline prices by at least 20 
cents a gallon within a year. 
Jeff Carruthers of FP 
Publications Ltd. says in an 
Ottawa report that the 
government proposed a leap 
of 30 cents a gallon in the 
federal excise tax on 
gasoline as part of an 
energypricing package 
rejected by Alberta Premier 
Peter Lougheed. 
The Star quotes ources as 
saying that an increase of 23 
cents a gallon In the excise 
tax is being proposed to the 
cabinet by Energy Minister 
Ramon Huatyshyn. 
The CBC National 
television ews says gsaoline 
prices will increase by 24 
TORONTO (CP) - -  propcaed rise in the excise Specifically, the Alberta 
Although reports differ on tax to 37 cents from the premier ejected a proposal 
hew the federal government current seven cents, to create a new formula for 
plans to deal wlth'energy splitting up the ap- 
pricing, all agree Ottawa proximately $3billion in new 
oll revenues that would he 
designed to shock Canadians 
into conservation, would 
have pushed up gasoline 
prices by 30 per cent o $1.30 
or more a gallon. This would 
have been on top of proposed 
iscrcases o f~ a barrel (12 to 
IS cents a gallon) in each of 
Re next five or six years in 
the domestic wellhead price 
for crude oil. 
He said that at a 
Thanksgiving Day meeting 
in Montreal Long, heed never 
discussed the excise-tax 
proposal and a number of 
other elements in the 
complex energy package be. 
came be quickly decided Al- 
berta would he unable to 
accept even the first series of 
proposals on crude-sir 
ricing. 
created each year if a $4-a- 
barrel Increase was imple- 
mented. 
Carruthere said there ere 
indications the government 
must.be prepared to act on 
its own if it cannot reach 
agreement with the 
provinces. 
The CBC National said the 
price of heating oil will likely 
rise by 3½ cents a gallon in 
March and 10½ cents in Sep- 
tember. It said that as part 
of the polley natural gas 
prices would be dcrefulated 
and Ottawa will subsidize 
homeowners who convert o 
natural gas from oil. 
WORKING TO RULE 
Radio operators at the Terrace-Kitimat ir- 
port are performing only "designated uties" 
today, in respouse to the strike-lockout of the 
Union of Canadian Transport  Employees 
throughout the country. 
A spokesman for local 20217 of the U~/'E says 
the designated duties "are the only things we are 
doing."The work to rule procedures are not 
expected to result in any flight cancelations. 
increasing the excise tax by 
'I0 cents in November 
followed by two increases In
the well.head price of oil - -  
3½ cent~ In March and 10½ 
cents in September. 
Hnatyshyn said in the 
Commons on Tuesday that 
no decision had been 
reached, but the government 
was working toward early 
agreement with the 
provinces. 
Carruthers says the 
Gov't 
silent 
on the 
reports 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Oovern- 
ment spokesmen would not 
!comment today on the latest 
series of reports peculating 
en hefty off and gasoline 
price increases in a new 
federal-provincial energy 
agreement now under 
negotiation, 
PElme Minister" Clark 
brushed past reporters on his 
way to the regular 
Pregre~ive Conservative 
caucus meeting without 
~ dlng to queries about prices fur petroleum 
products. 
Energy Minister Ray 
llnetyshyn, wllo has said re- 
peatedly he will not com. 
ment un proposals put for- 
ward by Ottawa until a new 
pricing agreement is in 
place, wan with advisers and 
did: hot~atten~the-meeting,:, 
Flnane'e Minister John 
Crmbie. asked whether he 
thought possible, gasoline 
prices In the range of $1.30 a 
gallon were expensive, 
replied: "It's much more 
expensive in other coun- 
tries." 
Speculation about a 
pending announcement of 
rapid oli price increases 
increased here amid news 
reports that the federal 
government is seeking in- 
creases of at least ~4 a barrel 
by the end of next year. 
• The reports also said the 
federal excise tax on a gallon 
'of gasoline could increase by 
up to 30 cents under the 
proposed new agreement. Tankers by 1983 
other institutions, is up from 
861 to an estimated 882 in 
1979, due to a larger number 
of courses being offered. 
"What is down is the 
average class size," said 
Hans Wagner, the chairman 
of the Northwest College 
board. "it is a matter-of 
negotiating period between 
the 
Teachers 
(CTDTA) 
negotiating team of School 
District 88 has passed with 
no agreement and as a result 
a conciliator, A.J. McCall 
has been appointed. 
proceeding and so far we've 
had two meetings with them 
and cleared a few minor 
items, 
saeretary-treasurer of the 
school district. "The main 
subject has not been ap- 
proached." 
the TDSA are seeking an 
undisclosed salary hike. 
qerious concern to us." 
No agreement reached The drop In average enrolment size from 13.66 to 
11.45 increases the cost per 
student to the college. In 
By ED YUDIN According to Wells, teachers investigating the feasibility Terrace the enrolment ha~ 
Herald Staff Writer in other school districts in of offering a ~secondary dropped from 364 in i978 to 
The initial contract the province are seeking pay academic summer school 310in 1979, a drop of almost 8
hikes of approximately 15 program for 1980. Presently students per course. 
Terrace District per cent. students requiring such 
AsBociation Ken Morton, ~he chairman • instruction must go to Prince "The reason we have and the of the TDTA agreements George. having these kind of 
committee, has said the A student from the school problems is that' we are 
teachers are requesting district will he sent to the experiencing growing 
additional staff hirings to Forum for Young pains," Wagner admitted, in
allow preparation time for Canadians, held annually in reiterating the need for a 
teachers at the primary Ottawa. One hundred master educational plan to 
"The negotiations are levcl.lfnecontraetisagrend students from across the forecast the areas where 
to by Nov. 15, the two sides nation attend the one week student interest lies. 
will go to arbitration, seminar which examines the 
In other school board dynamics of government. Eurolment in other areas 
" said Ted Wells, news, A.J. McCall will have The board will also he such as full time vocational 
other duties besides acting looking into integrating the studies, general interest 
an a conciliator in contract Stewarl Secondary school courses, and the continuing 
talks. He's" been appointed library with the public education program reflects a
the returning officer for the facility. The two facilities different rend according to 
The 300 odd members of upcoming school board now are adjoining each Principal Val George, 
elections, other. The board Is planning "It looks as if we're going 
The board of trustees are to run the integrated library to be substantially up" he 
for the municipality, said. 
Cancel bui lding 
DISTRICT 88 
BUDGET UP 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
new waste burner 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
generat ion,"  he said.  
"However, that is some 
The provisional first draft of the 1980 budget for 
School District 88 was distributed to board trustees 
Tuesday evening and preliminary estimates indicate 
an approximate 10 per, cent increase in expenditures. 
"The first draft is based on information we have at 
this time, as more information comes in, we'll refine 
it," cautioned Ted Wells, the sepretary-treasurer for 
the board. "You might call it an educated estimate." 
The draft caLs for expenditures totaling $2,9.45,744, a 
rise of $242,142 over last year. 
Wells pointed out that some costs such as fuel and 
power have risen almost 25 percent. The first official 
budget proposal will be tabled at the next board 
meeting., 
Cancel will spend 
$250,000 to instal  a waste 
wood burner at its Polde 
Sawmill in Terrace, The 
new equipment will result 
in lower pollution levels, 
according to Robert 
Davis the manager of the 
company 's  nor thern  
lumber operation. 
"In the not too distant 
future, we expect hat all 
our waste material will 
be used by the company's 
pulp mill in Pr ince 
Rupert for energy 
t ime away and the 
current  $250,000 in- 
vestment will assist the 
company in maintaining 
pollution control stan- 
dards as well as meeting 
our immediate disposal 
needs." 
The burner  will be 
powered by seven heavy- 
duty fans which forces air 
into the burning cham- 
ber. This in turn creates a
hotter fire with more 
complete combustion and 
as a result less smoke 
Excerpts from the book 
ElVis: We Love You 
Tender by Dee Presley 
and David, Billy and Rick 
Stanley were published in 
the November issue of 
Ladies' Home Journal. 
All three brothers were 
part of Presley's en- 
tourage. Rick Stanley, 
oldest of the trio, said he 
injected amphetamines 
into Presley and also saw 
the late singer take them 
himself. 
Presley was "addicted, 
for sure," said Stanley, a
former addict himself. 
"I've never seen anybody 
whe could take it like 
that. You Just don't do 
dope like he did and live 
fln'0Ugh it." 
He said he refilled a 
l~'ucripti~ for DUandid 
oa~ules for Presley on 
the day of his death two 
~ arm ago and returned t(ar Prealey pray: 
"Lord, help me to hav, 
InslIht, and forgive me 
my sins. Dear God, please 
help me to get back when 
feel down llke this, and 
to always trive for good 
in the world. In the name 
of Jesus Christ. Amen." 
He said Presley said he 
should not be disturbed 
until 4 p.m. because he 
needed plenty of rest for 
an upcoming tour. He was 
found unconscious on the 
bathroom floor of his 
home at 2:30 p.m. 
David Stanley said he 
had found Presley us- 
conscious on the 
bathroom floor often 
bq/ore and speculated 
at lie had suffered an 
overdosa.of drugs he took 
that morning. 
The excerpt says es 
that Presley picked up his 
drug habit while serving 
In the army 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
• Trams Mountain Pipe Line 
Ltd., told the National 
Energy Board Tuesday It 
could have a superpert at 
Low Point, Wash., and a 
pipeline to Edmonton in 
operation by early 1~3. 
But operation corn- 
meacement would depend on . 
the company receiving all 
necessary permits from 
regulatory bodies, meetly in 
the United States, and the 
nod of approval from the 
energy board. 
Tram Mountain is the oely 
Canadian proposal left after 
Monday's withdrawal by 
Foothills Oil Pipeline Co. 
Tress Mountain is seeking 
preference over a prop~al 
by Northern Tier, a U.S. 
company which favors an 
all-American route, that, 
llke Trans Mountain's, would 
involve tankers off the 
British Columbia coast. 
Under crass-examination 
by legal counsel for 
Foothills, Trams Mountain 
admitted it would need 
permits from U.S. agencies 
such as the Energy Site 
Council, the Corp. of Engi- 
neers, the Coast Guard and 
possibly the Environmental 
Agency, as well as Parks 
Canada, the federal 
department of Indian and 
northern affairs and a final 
~)~ rmit from the energy ard. 
Parks Canada said in a 
letter to the energy board 
Tuesday that Tress 
Mountain lacks un- 
derstanding of the en- 
vironmental implications of 
building a pipeline through 
Jasper National Park. 
Trans Mountain needs 
Parks Canada permission to 
build its pipeline through 
Jasper to ship surplus 
Alaskan oil to the U.S. 
midwest even though there is 
an existing pipeline and 
pipeline right-of.way in the 
Rocky Mountain park. 
The company said the 
• timetable to get the permits 
and start construction for 
operatinn in later 1962 or 
early 1963 is "a realistic 
one," 
Dr. Andrew Thompson, 
chairman of a West Coast Oil 
Porto Inquiry, speaking for 
himself, told the energy 
board that Traas Mountain 
had not submitted enough 
information on the on- 
vironmental effect of its 
proposal. 
He supported a motion put 
forward by the B.C. 
Federation of Naturalists 
and the Canadian Scientific 
Pollution and Envi- 
ronmental Control Society, 
askfng that Trans Mountain 
prepare a detailed study 
showing the effects of its 
plan on the environment and 
~.ow the federation and 
society 30 days to study it. 
Foothills told the board 
that the motion asked Trans 
Mountain for the same in. 
formation that the board 
ordered Foothills to produce 
two weeks ago. 
Protest group 
reviving here 
There will be a meeting in Terrace this week of 
environmental groups opposed to supertanker t aff ic 
on the west coast. 
Nadine Asante, a spokesman for the Terrace 
Alliance Against Supertankers in Kitimat (TASK) 
indicated a number of environmentalist orientated 
organizations would send representatives. 
Aasnte expressed her concern over the "con- 
iradlctions of the ministerial statements regarding 
pipeline proposals", inexplaining that groups such as 
TASK, Save Our Shores (SOS), and Bluepeace from 
Vancouver Island are seeking to marshall their forces 
at the Terrace meeting. The perceived threat of an oil 
spill from supertankers is still uppermost in Asante's 
mind. 
"We are just as concerned now about oil tanker 
traffic" she said. 
The groups are concerned the government will 
approve the Northern Tier pipeline proposal which 
would include off tanker traffic on the west coast. 
Skeena M.P. Jim Fulton has also expressed concern 
over the proposal. 
"I am aware of the very strong opposition in B.C., 
an opposition I share, to tanker traffic," Fulton told 
Prime Minister Clark in the House of Commons this 
week. 
I " ./ : .  i : , . . . .. 
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Gov't went to ] 
the wrong court CANADA BRIEFS 
VANCOUVER (CP)--The will sit down and negotiate 
federal government con- an agreement." 
ceded Tuesday it spent seven 
years in the wrong court in 
an attempt to gain 
possession of a Richmond, 
B.C., couple's home which 
aim in an area slated for 
expansion of the Vancouver 
International Airpert. 
The government had gone 
to the Supreme Court of 
Canada in an effort to get 
George and Evelyn Jackson 
to vacate their home. 
But lawyer George Hynna 
said the government now 
concedes that the Federal 
Court trial division which 
granted a poesesslon order 
and the Federal Court of 
Appeal which upheld the 
decision did not have 
Jurladiction. 
The case should have pro- 
ceeded in the British 
Columbia Supreme Court, he 
maid. 
Charles Johnstone, the 
Jackson's lawyer, said the 
decision "opens the door to a 
whole new set of proceedinga 
that could take nnother four 
or five years." 
"Now the question is if 
there is any kind of sanity in 
the government and if they 
He said he would contact 
government authorities as 
soon as possible to try and 
work out a settlement. 
The case began in 1972 
when after years of on-again 
off-again threats of takeover 
the Jacksons, along with 
about 50 neighbors, were 
served with expropriation 
notices. 
The Jacksone and several 
others decided to settle and 
signed sales agreements, 
while others waited for 
expropriation, Less than 
four months later, the 
Jackeono learned that their 
nelghhors whine land was 
expropriated were paid 37 
per cent more for their 
ProT~e rttes. 
Jacksons are seeking 
between $23,000 and 1t36,000 
- -  the difference they claim 
they would have got under 
expropriation. They say they 
• were not advised of their 
rights or the alternatives 
open to them when they 
SIS, m1 the n,renment. 
"They don't unre leave," 
Johnstone said. 'Otherwise 
their place would be 
bulldozed to the ground." 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  wovinclal agency set up to 
Camille Laurin, Quebee's control telecommunications, 
cultural development Laurin said in a speech 
minister, says control over Tuesday to Le Publicite Club 
advertising should be de Montreal, a Quebec ad- 
t~aneferred to the province 
from the Canadian Radio- 
television and Telecom- 
monications Comm~ien. 
Jurisdiction over ad- 
vertising should be turned 
over to Quebec's Regle des 
Services Publics, the 
vertialng asseciation. 
Laurin said the first step 
after a change in Jurisdiction 
would be to replace require- 
menta for Canadian content 
with requirements for 
Quebec ontent. 
i l l . [ l i f t  
Lazelle Medical Centre Is pleased to an- 
nounce that 
DR. CASEY ABRAHAH 
wi l l  be Joining the cl in ic as of OCTOBER I$, 
1979. 
Dr. Abraham's  off ice hours w i l l  be from 10 
a.m. to 5 p.m. 
635-6263 
OTTAWA (CP) -  If the Saskatchewan riding of 
federa l ,  government is Yorkton.Melville, said the 
willing toagree tohigh levels government has ignored the 
of imported U.S. chicken, it representations of chicken 
muat work out a way to fairly farmers in the determination 
distribute the birds to of the import levels. ' 
Wise has said that Canada woceeaors throughout he 
country, Lorne Nystrom, will likely have to take 40 
New Democratic Party mllllen to 45 million pounds 
agriculture critic, said ofU.S, chicken every yearto 
Tuesday. get an agreement that is 
In a letter to Agriculture essential to the creation of 
Minister John Wise, the Canadian Chicken 
Nystrom, who represents the Marketing Agency. 
Unfair chickens charged "The smaller locals are 
being squeezed to death," 
tchewan " said Kathy McNumara, a 
Sudbary, Ont.~ hospital 
worker's union repre- 
sentative and one Of several 
CUPE leaders 
want war chest  
By JULIET O'NEILL" . crease the locals' basic 
QUEBEC (CP) -- The .1  . monthly dues to M,60 in 1960 
Canadian Union ~ Publle and to ~.10 in1981. Dunsnow 
Employees i  to decide today are ~6. 
whether to go ahead with a The members in all 10ut .~ 
Opoocd increase in union of C UPE's ~1,500 locals now 
ea that some members say pay more than the ~6 mon. 
they cannot afford, thiy dues to locals-- some as 
The proposal by the CUPE high as $19 monthly. The 
executive divided delegates local keeps the difference to 
to the union's weck-lon~ spend as it sees fit. 
national policy convention CUPE officials who have 
Tuesday. The union Is the attended previous policy. 
c o u n t r y" s I a r g e a t ,  conventions, held every two 
representing more than years since the union was 
~57,000 workers, founded in the early 1960e, 
said they had never seen 
members so divided over a 
dues increase. 
The majority of thc 1,50o 
CUPE delegatea were per- 
suaded by the executive 
delegates opposed to the in. Tuesday to reject a propesal 
crease, for a dues rebate system that 
would return dues to locals 
which could then spend It on 
Yeee who are prohibited buainm a~ente, orgeulsers 
law from striking to get or other staff hired in- 
er wages Juat do not dependently of the national 
ve the income to pay more orpnizatiou. 
dues. The propoeal came from 
locals in British Columbia 
and Alberta whose 
representatives said they 
But Bill Baker, CUPE's wouldprofer to handle more 
of their own affairs. 
Ms, liartman said a rebate 
mnuey is needed to increase aystem would deplete the ha- 
union activities, tional body's power, harm 
"Whoiaguln~togenutand the maJority of CUPE locak 
orl~mize the disorganized? which haw lees than 100 
Your boss? members each and fracture 
'aNew more than ever the union. 
you'roaakin~yourmemhars ':During a period in our 
to go out on strike," said hl~tery when we ere the 
Baker. "Who the hell is going target of attacks from every 
level of government trying to 
Cbr-:  prestaent urace take away our rights to 
Hartman and Kealey function as unionists 
Cummings,  nat iona l  togetber, agrening td' the re- 
secreiary.treasurer, both bate proposals ,' would 
appealed for support for the damage this union as nothing 
increase on grounds that else could," she said. 
government pressure on OnlyoneCUPElocaliaex. 
public service unions Is erupted from the no-rebate 
Wemptlng more grievances, rule now. Toronto local 1,000, 
more arb/traflon and shorter representing 16,000 Ontario 
collective agreements. . Hydro workers, pays CUPE 
They said the altuntlon was oaly 35 por cent of whut otber 
straining CUPE's resources, locals pay for everything 
The propmal would in-_ except he strike fund. 
Increase in pigs seen 
She said. many hospital 
workers and other em. 
"We get a small increase 
and we end up payin~ It 
the noes." 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The risers wire ~ ovemsad Toronto district 
number of hop on Canadian costs, tative, u id  he fe~ preson'mOre 
farms has increased almost StatisUcs Canada reported 
20 per cent from last year this week that the estimated 
despite dire waminss that number of pigs at July I was 
p~ producers are expanding 8.e million, up 19 per cent 
themselves into a major from the same time in 1978. 
prieeeuliapse. "However, the federal 
agency had bad news for 
While it could mean even beef anciers. The number of 
lower pork prices in the beef cows and heifers is 
8rocery stem, it could spell down one per cent from last to pay for it?" 
bankruptcy for younR far- year. 
Hondas ealled faulty 
MON'I'~AL (CP) -  The a sheaf of internal Honda 
Automobile Protection documents of a large 
Association has advised the number of unreported e- 
poblic not to buy Honda ears, focts, sa well as failure to in. 
aliegin~ they are full of form owners the company 
mechanical defects the has a policy of making 
company refuses to repair certain repairs and 
free of charge, replacements for free. 
APA president Phil Ed- There  nre about 17~,000 
monston says the consumer Honda automobllea on the 
group has found evidence in road in Canada. , , 
WORLD BRIEFS 
LONDON (AP) -- The 
Zimbabwe Rhodsslan peace 
talks appeared ready to 
overcome the main con- 
stitutionsl roadblock today 
and move on to the hurdle of 
transitional arrangements 
for a new gevemment in 
I~uerrllla leader, told 
reporters... 
Pres ident  Kenneth 
Knunda of Zambia predicted 
• Nkomo and. ~crr f l~ co- 
leader Robert Mugabe would 
rejoin the six-weekeld talks, 
provided the British 
Zlmbbwe Rhodesia. government establishad a
"We are ready to resolve fund to buy out white far. 
the land issue~ but I cannot mers for black resettlement. 
say anything else on thia at All indications were that the 
the moment," Joshua British and the Americans 
Nkoma, Patriotic Front were ready to dolt. . 
Freak wave kills 10 
NICE, France (Renter) --  
At least ten people were 
ldlled by a wave which 
surged bnto the French 
Riviera coast Tuesday, 
causing extensive damage 
and lenvin~ scientkta hef- 
fled. 
The wave smashed into a 
50-kilometre stretch of  ,the 
popular resort coast fri~m 
i~enton, near the Italian 
border, to Gulf Juan near 
Cannes in the west. 
It engulfed cars, wrecked 
hundreds of pleasure craft 
and caused extensive 
damage to the sea front, 
Poli~e said the dead in- 
duded at leant seven men 
wo.~ing on an extension to 
Nice airport. In Antibee, an 
83.ycer-old woman was 
killed by the surging waters, 
which cracked the main 
dock. Police said three 
others were missing. 
Chinese spy sentenced 
PEKING (AP) --  China's 
best-known young dissident 
was sentenced Tuesday to 15 
years in iadson for giving 
military secrets to a 
fo~l~cr and seeking to 
overthrow the government. 
The conviction of 
magazine editor Wee 
Jinpheng, 29, is to be 
followed today by the trial of 
a woman dissident, he next 
in what appears to be a 
series of triain of leaders of 
last year's democracy 
movement. 
The new defendant, Fu 
Yuehuas, 36, is said to have 
planned and directed the 
protest marches of several 
hundred men and women 
who aought redress Of 
grievances dating hack to 
the 1966-69 Cultural 
Revolution. The charges 
against her have not been 
announced, r 
Troops used f0r freedom 
SAN SALVADOR (AP.) 7- 
Troops and police cracked 
down on demonstrators 
protesting El Salv.a.dor':a ~ 
mi l i ta ry  governm, ent 
Tuesday despite the ~o-  
=Is' promise [6:ft~' ~ . / t~ 
priso~rs, redlatdbtife"'the 
wealth .. and '.give Central 
~.merica~s' "smallest and 
nloSt '~dehselY populated 
country-, inOderate de- 
mocraey,;' ':~'" ;~'~ 
"We ~Io n0t,~bnt deflenee 
~t t~_~,~nt  fight at 
the start, ~'''~'." 
WEDNESDAY 5 p.m. to midni t 
III 
ii!!!!il 
: :ili~/:.~i:i:: ::~ 
:iiii 
:!i::!i:: 
The day is long past when the world can count 
on unlimited energy resources for future generations. 
Yet in British Columbia, and the rest of Canada, 
we waste far too much energy: 
You know how to save energy-from insulating your home 
to cutting back on the use of your car 
or reducing your consumption ofenergy intensive products. 
So do it. This month. Every month• 
The kids are counting on you. 
Octoberis international 
energy conservation month. 
Province of Ministry of 
British Columbm Energy, Mines and 
Petroleum Resources 
KING CFTK 
(NBC) 1 (CBC) 
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Jacques Brel 
plays onlgn. 
."Jacques Brel In..." plays It has influenced such 
inn~ht at  the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre, at S p.m. 
Part  of the Pachage-I)eal 
Theatre series which Is 
• brin~In~ two other Van- 
eouver productions to 
Terrace, "Jacques Brel Is" 
is" a unique theatre ex. 
p~ien~e. 
Not a musical In the 
normal sense of the word, 
the show is. a theatrical 
• Weamtatton f Brel's music 
rstber than a story toldin the 
normal sense of the word, 
the show is a thentrlval 
presentation f Brel's music 
realm" than a story told in 
important s age musicals as 
"Hair" and ls directed in thin 
presentation by In- 
ternationally renowned 
director Derek Goldby. 
Goldby became famous for 
his dkceilon of the original 
presentation of Top Stop. 
pard's "Rosancrantz and 
Gnildenstern are Dead" in 
London. 
This presentation features 
the Vancouver east of the 
play, which received good 
reviews from the Vancouver 
press during their long run in 
that city. 
"Jacques Brel Is..." plays 
the R.E.M, Lec Theatre one 
night only, tonight at 8 p.m. 
Native leader 
slams cutbacks 
VANCOUVER (CP)  - -  
.Federal government cuts in 
Canada Works preJecis are 
"0utright ' dlserimi~atlon 
NWlust our people," George 
Manuel, Union of British 
Columbia Indians Chiefs 
im~ldent c lued  Tuseday. 
Manuel told a Meslea of 
the union'n l l th annual 
general assembly that works 
projects have been llmdisd to 
Idx B.C. constituencies with 
a nine-percent unem- 
ployment rate. 
"What about the Indian 
people?" he esked. "We 
l~ve B7 per cent of our 
people unemployed in the 
l int part of the year -- tho 
' smnmer - -  and the unem- 
l~oyment rate on the re- 
~vsa  rkse to 90 per cont in 
the winter." 
He said the over:all 
reduetien M works funds in 
B.C .  h 'om $17 million in 1978 
in $1.(~ million in the eun.ent 
year Is "a klmi of raclm cur 
Indian government, is.going 
to have to flipht.'!, .~: ~. ' 
He urged ~ p~embly to 
discuss the cuthac~:and its 
effect oil re-,erve ecenomy, 
i and calied for a unanimous 
d~kion opposing it. 
Manuel ako attacked the 
provincial governmeat over 
lia attitude toward Indians' 
of arrests of native food 
fishermen. 
"I now declare that the 
provincial government is our 
No. 1 enemy," be said. 
"Hundreds of Indian girls 
end boys have been for- 
cofully taken from those 
mother end father or their 
grandmother and grand- 
father and placed in white 
homes. 
"Thls Is carried out 
through the Child Welfare 
Act. To me this is outright 
genocide by the white B.C. 
government. 
Manuel said that when 
Indian children are reared in 
white homes, they ere 
robbed of their culture, 
language and values. 
He told delegates the mo~t 
frustrating responsibility 
and function of Indian 
leaders is having to react o 
mbvea by industry and 
vernnientS before land 
ires are nettled; ' 
The usicn has prolzzed an 
indi,~.n '~g0vernment  
m~m~ base;d'Bn a self- 
sufficient reserve conomy. 
" Industry generates 
pre#ursa on us to react to 
plans to build pipelines, 
coal mines, uranium, gas oil 
and other mineral 
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Two hundred ~eopl~ ,took part i= the tradltianal 
procession of the Lady of Fat ima ma Saturday 
evening. The members M the Sacred Hem't palish in 
College offering 
entertainment too 
A Friday night movie, an 
exhibition of art prints, and a 
tour of the pHntmobile are 
events offered this week in 
Terrace by Northwest 
Community College. 
The movie, "Little Mur- 
tiers", a comedy starring 
Donald Sutherland and Elliot 
Gould, will be.shown Friday 
at 8 p.m,,ln,~'0em 202 in the 
College Administration 
Building. Admission is $~ for 
adults and $1.50 for students. 
The next film will be on Nov. 
2, "Play It Agai0 Sam", with 
Woody Allen. 
The eagerly, anticipated 
635-6511 or 635-47O5 for more 
information. 
The ex~n,uon of prints 
from the Emily Can" College 
can be seen in Terrace 
week only. The prints are 
located in the public llbt~u~y 
arts room and show the 
many poulbllltl~ of the 
creative art. mediums of 
intaglio, etching, monoprint, 
lithograph, sllkscreen, etc. 
Drop by during regular. 
library hours from today to 
Friday, Oct. 28. 
Misbehavior means 
they walk further 
By EDYUDIN miles away from the 
Herald 8toff Writer school. 
Ser ious  bus ing  The board decided to 
problems in the Kitwanga cut the number of stops, 
area has forced the effectively cutting the 
governing board of time of the bus route. 
School District 88 to take "We have f ive-year- 
action, olds walking one mile 
Responding to com- along Highway 16 in the 
plaints of discipl ine winter and they're small 
problems, due in part to too," said trustee Nan 
the long bus ride to the Harrison in explaining 
Kitwanga school,the why the door to door 
board vofed Tuesday service now provided was 
night to cut down the ootnecessary. "Busing is 
number of stops on the a privilege and not a right 
bus route. They wli] also and they (the parents) 
seek and adult supervisor are  abusing it at 
to help maintain present." 
discipline. The Hazelton RCMP 
Luthor Heller who will be asked to speak to 
oversees the busing the students at the Kit- 
service for the school wanga school to. help 
district says the female solve the discipline 
bus driver is competent problem. 
but unable to supervise F E R R Y P L ! E 8 
the nearly 70 children CHANNEL 
I/eked up daffy. Due to A hovercraft erry, which 
the near door to door plies the English Channel be- 
pickup service, the bus tween England and France, 
ride tended to drag on can carry more than 400 
and create restlessness people in 5O cars while 
skimming the water at 
among youngsters. Some speeds of nearly 110 kilo- 
of the students Uve 12 metres an hour. 
Terrace celebrate the last appearance o l the Virgin FALL CHECK-UP Mary at Fat ima, Portugal, every Oct. 13. 
I I , , °  WEATH ER $24.n t,x OIL AND FILTER 
Northern Mshfland, Queen gushs. Highs Thursday 8 to ~,, Inslsl~newMolo,c,aflh,e, 
Charlottes: Sunny today II. k*elnspe~, Ex,aus~Syslem 
ShOCk AbsofOers 
with a few el0ndy pc.ands Thompson, Okauagan: s*se,,.0t.,nk.0e ~ .  ~ ,xL  
and scattered showers. Sunny today with a few Frontsn0Rea, SusVens,0n - -  - e g%l  
Ra~*ator and Healer Hoses 
today 11 to 14, lows cloudy periods and scattered .s,.,,~cs~.~,~,~ 
tuni~t 4 to 7. Rain Thur. showers. Highs today 14 to co...c~,o.s All Belts 
sday, changing to a few 16, lows tonight 1 t/ 4, All F,u,0 Levels 
showers in the afternoon or drnpping to minus 2 in some W,n~st~,eldW,~ere,ades 
evening with strong winds. Iow-lylng areas. Sunny ~.. L~,..,e .oo~,~.~.~,.0.~ 
Thursday 9 to 12. Thursday, becoming cloudy ooo,.,,0. Deck Lid Hinges 
chgoafln, Ceribeo, Central with a few showers in the ,," Teal CooisnHorTemoers~,e  ~;"~"~1 
In.terlor: Sunny todaywith a afternoon. Highs Thursday ~,m~,,o. Satiety Speohc Giav,ly 
few cloudy periods an~l lS tol5. Agh(Jhlsa"dS'orlals | 
w.attered showers. Highs 12 PassengerCsrsandL~JhlTruck, 
tolS, lows tenight minus 2 to Columbia, Kootensy: Terrace Totllt Ford Sales Ltd. 
minus 6. Mainly cloudy Sunny today with a few 
Thursday with a few periods cloudy periods and scattered 4631 Kolth Ave. 535.4~ 
st rain accompanied bywind showers. 
developments and hydro 
for neff-determination plant, all of which pollute the printmobile from the Emily 
and  for "careless and land, water and air," he CarrCollegeofArtan.lvesin 
hum m o o .  r e * o r . o n  - - "  
d ~  with Indian children "The department of Indian house this Sunday, Oct. 21, at 
mnovedfrempare~talcare, affairs, on the other hand, . the college campus. From 2 
A study matin. :in 1977 e0tztliltien to impose;'* ~ to 4 p.m, y~;:~ely~tour this *,~'.*:~ ~" " ........ • , ~ .," "'::'~. -. "~~. !  . .. 
~oted atotiatl~,tlmt ~5 per re~ula~ous, financlal,~..,cut~', ~ new portable ~:,~orkshop. ~'~" ~"~ . . . . .  ~ 'iii " . . . .  L, ~;'~,;:,,~.,/,.;~:~,,~,i..,~.~,~, 
~cent ~ children In, welfare ~Xc~',' capitol freeze ~and '' eSunday evening-~a| 7 p,m. ,~,,v, ' r,,. -.~ 
.ealN~w. Iml ian . j .  j L j~A~ poncl, on hldian bsnds, therewlllbenfreesllde-tspe to59  ot " your Re recalled that two years without proper con, , pr s ntation at the college, 
~o  be called the federal sultatiue." room ~02. 
fisheries department the No.. He said Indians ere willing There is still time to 1 ~ 1 ~  
I enemy of Indians because_ to cooperate with the Indian register for the Intaglio and 
affairs department, but "we Monoprint workshops. 
Inning our independence and 
our struggle for Iself:. HAD MANY USES . • " 
. , . ~ [form of writ~g, paper, was ,,,,~,, 
.......... .~I.'aA~AR DO, U.8~,.~To~[.~bg~thg~gYPtlans for - - . : - . -d . - - -~  ........ Jer. ='a  .E.,. many other things . s  well . . . . . . . .  ' '~ . .  
LONDON (CP) -  John The plant's roots were , , 
• The annual general Hunt, Conservative MP for burned for fuel or carved . 
into kitchen utensils; heats 
menUng of the Terrace and 
District Community Ser- 
vic~ scheduled for tonight 
has been cancelled. The 
. meeting has been 
rucheduled for Monday, 
OeL 29, at 7:5O p.m. The 
mm~Jng will be held at the 
Caledonia Lecture Theatre. 
B.C. TEL 
Colin G. Patterson 
Vice-President - Corporate.Planning 
The appointment ofCOIL, 
G. Patterson as Vice- 
President - Corporate Plan- 
ning is announced by G.F. 
MacFarlane, Chairman and 
Chief Executive Officer of 
B.C. Telephone Compare/. 
Born in Montreal, Mr. Pat- 
terson is a graduate of the 
University of British Colum- 
bia where he obtained a 
Bachelor of Commerce degree 
in 1954. 
He joined B.C. Telephone 
Company in 1959 and has 
held a variety of managerial 
positions in Marketitig and 
public Affairs. He was ap- 
pointed Chairman of the Cor- 
orate Planning Group in 
nuary of this year. 
Mr. Patterson is Vice-• 
President of the B.C. Division 
of the Multiple Sclerosis Soci- 
ety' of Canada and a Member 
0¢ Council of the Vancouver 
Board of Trade. 
I I I  I II 
Bromley, doesn't think much 
of jogging for the middle- 
aged and has asked that 
health warnings be inscribed 
on track suits. 
were built with bundles of 
the reeds and the inner hark 
was made into rope and sail. 
,cloth. 
SIMMONS AUCTIONS 
of Burns Lake  
Announces another 
ANTIQUE and TOOL AUCTION 
Friday, October 191h at 7:30 pm 
and Saturday, October 20th at 1:00 pm 
Coin collection to be sam Friday, 9 pm sharp. 
Two 6 piece oak dining room sets 
Two maple tea trolleys 
Comfort coal and wood heater 
Coal & wood range with warming oven 
Two pianos 
Two piano benches 
Rockers Incl~lng press back 
China cabinet 
Wardrobes 
Secretarial drop front china cabinet 
Oak drop leaf table 
Marble top fern table 
Occasional chair and table 
Conductor chair 
Hall stands 
Two swivel chests 
Coat racks 
Chrome sets - washers • dryers 
Frldges, 1 new freight damaged 
Stoves 
What Not Stands 
Old grandfather chair 
9x12 Axmlnsfer ugs 
Oak twist leg table 
Old mantel clock 
Old gold scale 
Fireplace compliment sets 
Brass lamp - hanging laml~ 
Stereo sets - -  rolls of rope 
Copper coal b.ckat 
Brass splloone 
New microwave oven 
Tools of all kinds 
Vices • anvils, pullers, socket ,sets 
~"  drive. V=" drive • V2 H.P, 
Grinders. lacks - wrench sets 
Sale held at SEARS AUCTION MARKET 
HighWay 15 East 
next to Motel 
Phone 4~.7124 after Wednesday or 
6N-1312- Burns hka 
I' 
Find out how by getting in on Enersave, 
a free govemment service. It's a 
personal home heating analysis that 
will show you how to save money and 
energy by improving your insulation.. 
Send us the coupon and we'll 
mail you a simple questionnaire. 
When we receive your answers we'll 
.... send you back an easy-to-read com- 
,.,,~.~.:~uter Rf intout.  I t  wi l l  show you ' . 
]:;~;~ek~/cfl~where to insulate, how much 
I lY  * * :.:'_'..:tcLaC!i~,howmuch It wdl cost, how 
much .you'll :save and the payback time 
. . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Clip It out Canada 
~.  ~.,~ ~'! . _ _ , __  . ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
, ~se  rush me an Enersave Questionnaire today. 
[ want to save energy and money. English [] French [] 
Name: 
Address: 
City/Town: 
Province: 
Send to: 
on your investment. 
It will also inform you of other 
fuel saving measures uch as 
weatherstripping and storm windows, 
lowering your thermostat and having 
your furnace serviced. 
It will tell you hew to apply 
for financial assistance from Federal 
and Provincial programs, such as the 
Canadian Home Insulation Program. 
October is International Energy 
Conservation Month. What better time 
to start saving energy and money. 
Postal Code': 
Enersave Questionnaire 
P.O. Box 4510, Station 'rE" 
Ottawa, Ontario KIS 5B5 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Energy, Mines and 
Resources Canada 
Energie. Mines el 
Ressources Canada 
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L EDITORIAL i 
The Moonies, followers of Reverend 
Sun Yung ~oon who orlglnated the 
Unification Church, offer a unlque 
challenge to our society. 
While the major i ty  wil l  defend the 
r ight of an individual to fol low his 
religious beliefs, they would also con- 
demn the methods used by the Moonles 
fo proselytize. 
The cults like the Moonles and the 
Hare Krishna use age.old methods 
such as long periods of prayer,  periods of 
sensory deprivation, little food and little 
sleep to increase the Investment an 
individual has in the beliefs of the group. 
There is little difference between the 
regimen in a monastary and that used in 
a Moonie Indoctrination camp or Hare  
Kirshna house. The t ime f rame in the 
latter two is considerably compressed, 
however. The problem is that there is 
l ittle t ime or solltude allowed the in. 
dividual in which he can consider the 
course he or she has embarked on. In 
~ddition, there is an active effort made 
to prevent converts leaving. • 
It is this coersion, the reluctance of the 
cults to allow members to test their faith 
and determination to continue, which 
makes them suspect. It is also this which 
has driven parents and friends to the 
undefendable position of kidnapping and 
using brainwashing methods to break 
the cult's spell. 
Do we defend the cults and freedom of 
rel igion or insist they al low freedom of 
choice? 
/ : .  . . 
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"'According to my map, this ROAD is [naccurate.'." 
JAMES BAY 
Dam changes the ,,land 
.+  . .  
By ERIC HAMOVITCH 
FORT GEORGE, Que. 
(CP) -- A chill autumn wind 
blows off James Bay onto a 
sandy, almont reeless inland 
in the mouth of the La 
Grande River whore the 
town of Fort George lies 
exposed to the ~elemento. 
The river flows slowly 
now. Much of its water is 
hold back to fill the huge 
reservoir at the LG-2 
hydroelectric dam i l l  
kilometren upstream, 
flooding vast areas of land 
behind the dam. 
But soon La Grande will 
r'unh furiously down to 
James Bay, nwollen with 
water diverted from other 
northern rivers, the hotter to 
. .1"  
I 
I 
- ' O T T A W A  drive the turbines at LG"JL The sandy base of the inland 
will erode, and the towusite 
will be imperilled. 
Fort George is home to 
. , .  1,800 people, most of them 
!1 r' AIDf  I lt Cres. In two years it will 
VI I~VV/U I IM I l disappear from the map, a 
~,~1~ £~ualty,~ the white man's 
.. ++.+~'~+,:p+.,~" ~rgy':d~mands. Butthis is 
• By J IM FULTON " l 0netimetheconfllethotween 
l white and native may have a 
A major theme being pursued by the Clark ad'- huPPY ending 
Across the river on the 
mainland, a new town is 
taking shape. Instead of the 
holterskelter arrangement 
of the old town, houses will 
be laid out in crescent-shope 
family clusters, with uncles 
and cousins living in the 
same cluster in traditional 
Cree style. There will he a 
modern community centre 
and moat of the trees will ha 
left standing. 
"It means an opportunity 
to plan our town the way we 
want it," says Sam Taplatic, 
the leather-Jacketed, 34- 
year-old chief of the Fort 
George Indian band. 
"The town will be called 
Chleaalbi, which means The 
Great River, or La Grande 
Rivtere. That's what we 
called it before. Fort 
George? I don't know where 
they got that silly name." 
Fort George, or Chisselbl, 
is the first native settlement 
to feel the direct pinch of the 
James Bay hydroelectric 
project. Some trappers 
complain their lands ere 
being fktnded, and wildlife 
migration patterns are 
changing. 
GAVE UP TITLE 
All the same, the people of 
Fort George were among the 
eight Crag bands and 13 Innit 
communities in northern 
Quebec to sign a 1975 
agreement giving up 
aboriginal title to their 
traditional hunting and 
trapping lands. 
Under the deal, they 
retained rights to a portion of 
the land not needed for 
hydroelectric development, 
They also got regional self. 
government, a t~5-millton 
cash settlement and a voice 
in environmental matters. 
The iapd and cash are held 
collectively -- no individual 
may dispose of them. 
The deal may seem 
generous to southerners, but 
when it was signed four 
.years ago there were Indians 
ministration is based on "privatization" of publicly- NEW TOWN GROWING 
owned companies. In this column, I'd like to examine 
this idea and what it means for the economy and for 
Canadians concerned about our future as an industrial 
nation. 
reactionary idea that private corporations must 
monopolize the economy. They say that public en- 
terprise must be restricted to providing railways, 
power lines and other "incentives" to corporate 
¢on~umers. I disagree with this view and see the 
Conservative proposal to sell several major Crown 
corporations as shortsighted and unnece .ss..ary.. 
I examined the Petrocan issue in an earlier commn 
but I must say I have yet to meet or hear from one 
individual who supports this sell.out. To-date, we 
have, unfortunately, had no indication that the Clark 
administration will heed the wishes:ef Canadians and 
change direction on the Petrooan issue. 
The Conservatives also want to'sell r ~  and 
deHavilland Aircraft. Both firms would be non- 
e×~stent ff the government hadn t p~sed them and 
tin'ned them into "winners". TheCanadian aircraft 
industry is now growing, healthy, and providing 
needed export sales and jobs to our economy. 
The figures prove what a good investment the two 
~rcraft companies are and what a future they have as 
public corporations. DeHavilland Aircraft was pur- 
chased in 1974 for $38 million; assets are now $190 
million; 1979 profits were ~.7 million; employment 
tins grown from 2800 to 4600; there are orders for over 
$200 million worth of the DeHavilland Dash 7 aircraft. 
Canadair was also purchased for $38 million; profits in 
]979 were $3.2 million; employment has grown from 
1500 to 5600; there are current orders for •over $800 
million worth of the Challenger executive jet. 
Clearly, both companies have moved into important 
positions in the world aircraft market. Can the 
government in good cms Jence  believe that 
privatization will better serve the country in terms of 
jobs, production, and exports? Does the Cabinet really 
Imlieve that our interests will be better served if these 
companies pass to multinational owners, who may not 
Canadian production as a priority? 
I think this is an example of the Conservatives' 
ideological blinders forcing them into a position that is 
both unn~essary and unwise. Where is the pressure to 
"privatize" coming from? I have yet to see any public 
demand from Skeena to dispose of these important 
assets. One can only ask, for whose benefit are these 
businesses being sold? In short, the Conservatives' 
rhetoric is getting in the way of good government. I 
hope the debate in Parliament on this issue will be 
conzt~uctive and will encourage the Clark cabinet o 
reconsider this hasty move. 
-- and not only in Quebec -- the people who lived there. 
who accused the Cree 
negotiators of neliing out to 
the whites. 
Native groups in the 
Northwest Territories and 
the Yukon ware especially 
kate, fearing the James Bay 
settlement- in which only 
Quebec natives bad a say -- 
would be used as a model by 
the federal government to 
impose similar terms for 
resource development 
throughout the North. 
QUIETING DOWN 
Today, Cree leaders say 
the controversy has sim- 
mered down. 
"The same people who 
criticized the agreement ow 
have come to talk to us," 
says Grand Chief Billy 
Diamond, head of the Grand 
Cotmeil ~ of the Crees of 
Quebec. "Now they have 
studied it and think it was not 
such a bad agreement." 
"Some of the old people 
a re ,  unhappy," nays 
Taplatic. "But if they could 
onl~ read the fine print, th.ey 
would see the agreement m a 
solid basin to work on." 
It allows the Crag and Inuit 
communities tobecome self. 
governing municipalities 
and to establish regional 
boards  cont ro l l ing  
education, health and social 
services, replacing the 
heavy hand of the federal In- 
dian affairs department in
Ottawa, 
"People at the community 
11 ha " levelware basics y ppy,
says Diamond, who serves 
as chairman of the new Cree 
OBTAINED INJUNCTION 
"We weren't even told 
about it," reea~ Joeie Sam, 
former chief of Fort George. 
"We were going to be flooded 
out, and we found .out about it 
from the radio and. the 
newspapers." 
The natives went to court 
and obtained an injunction in 
1973 halting construction 
work. It was a cause celebre 
at the time, a David-and- 
Goliath battle. The in- 
junction wan overturned on 
appeal a few days later, hut 
the natives had made their 
point. 
Bouransa's government fi-
nally sat down and 
negotiated with the Croe. 
Jasie Sam, a lean man 
with flowing grey hair, wan 
angry then,, but things have 
been looking up, he says. 
"We wouldn't have signed 
the agreement unless meat 
of the people were in favor. 
The eight Cres communities 
all voted in favor." 
Without he hydro project 
Fort George still wouldn't 
huvea road connection tothe 
ouinlde, he explained, nor 
would it have a $40-miliion 
grant for its relocation 
program. • 
Gilbert Herodier, a 34- 
yearold service-station 
operator, was once an ardent 
opponent ofthe project. Now 
he says it somehow seems 
less objectionable, 
"Nobody is really happy 
about it, but nobody Is 
unhappy either." 
HAGGLING CONTINUES Regional Authority. The 
Cree voted more than 99 per Chief Diamond says 
cent in favor. ' Quebec authorities have 
"The point of the generally lived up to their 
agreement is to protect he end of the agreement, 
traditional lifestyle, hut also although the inevitable 
to give the Cree who don't haggling per sints 9ver 
practise the traditional way details. .:" :~.' .. 
, I  , " • " " "  '~ '~ ' ' '  • to rtiei te They ve been rasj~cttng of life a chant pu po . . . .  a little in the modern wage ~meunnga nuc a.re _. 
economy. It's a good op- mow . on omers.Tne 
nortunltv for us to change discussions with them Bet 
~i'~e ' /  heated sometimes The 
- - -T .  James :Bay Energy Corp. 
AIDS TRAPPERS wahts' to c~ntrol economic 
The agreement pmvidas development, and the Cree 
an income supplement people seem to be forgot- 
program for trappers, ton." 
allowing them to eontinus ~, The agreement divides an 
living off the land. Many", trea bigger than the whole 
families still venture out province of Ontario into 
each winter for months at a three categories of land. 
time, living in skin tents  Some .13,844 square 
much as their ancestors did. kllometren, including the 
For people entering the areas around each corn- 
wage economy, the Cree manlly, are set aside ex- 
! Regional Authority will elusive.y for naUves -- much 
administer federal and like reserves elsewhere in 
provincial Job training pro. Canada, except for certain 
grams and It will help portions of lend where the 
finance housing programs province has a degree of 
and business ventures uch control. 
u tourist outfitting. Natives hold exclusive 
About 560 Cree are era- hunting, fishin~and trapping 
ployed on the James Bay rights over another 142,787 
construction sites, and 130 square kllomeires offlelaUy 
morebaveJobswith the Crag designated as provincial 
Construction Co., a native- Crown land. But the 6,000 
run company which holds Cree and 4,000 Inuit have few 
land.clearing contracts with special rights in the 
Hydro-Quebec. remainder of the immense 
It's a far cry from the territory. 
hostile climate of April, 1971, 
when former premier Robert DEFENDS AGREEMENT 
Bourassa unveiled the "When we negotiated that 
James Bay development, agreement, the natives were 
Bouranea called it the aware of the lung-term 
"project of the century," but implications," says John 
he hadn't bothered to conbult _ Cincda, a Liberal member 
of the notional assembly who 
headed the government 
negotiating team. 
"It's a good agreement for 
them. I had to fight harder 
with the James Bay Energy 
Corp. and the Quebec 
government o get the 
agreement accepted than 
with the natives. 
"Before the agreement 
was signed, I took some 
people from the energy 
corporation up to Fort 
George to a meeting there, 
and they could see how the 
place was seething with 
anger. They.. were..alm0~t 
afraid to walk into the haft. 
They enid they would un- 
dertake LG-I only if they 
were armed with rifles." 
Cineola, a onetime federal 
civil servant, left Ottawa to 
join Bourassa's government 
wllhx a mandate to work out 
the land settlement. 
OTTAWA OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JACKSON.  
Ottawa-- Waking up after a night flightinto Salnt:i 
:John, New Brunswick, is like coming out of a badi 
dream or emerging from the fog. . : 
Out of the foggy dream of a lifetime that Saint John 
is a poverty-ridden, dirty-shlrt, clum city. 
That kind of ~tal misunderstanding may come of  
too many years listening to too many Atlantic area 
politicians cry poor in Parliament-of hearing 
imockers who have never been there say they've been 
told an uglier hole can't be found defacing Canada. 
For different reasons you hear the san/e sort of guff 
about' Sudbury or Hamilton, Ontario. 
And It Just isn't so. 
This complete misapprehenslon,.esP~, l~y  of Saint 
John, has to result only from not going mere ana 
taking the time to look for the po.sitlve factors .the. t 
power the progress of these ~ac~,  m.es.uy..me 
initiative, the ambition, the drive m men' seu-starung, 
do-it.yourself entreprone~s and work-force" en- 
terprisors. 
look at Saint John and admire. 
A city of hills crowned by gleaming new business 
towers-of granite rook-faces nesting old frame henna. 
~p~visted red, green, yellow, black, orange, even pur~: 
e-of soaring bridges,.ca_useways_ana xr.eeways.-o.x 
ersified industry on me uay ot ~may snores mm 
Atlantic Canada's biggest deep water container port, 
the country's mest-~ost~ompetitive shipyard a~d 
drydock, and the nation's largest o.li ~finery. 
An old c i ty  redeveloping constanuy ann new 
suburbs expanding along and back of the broad and 
beautiful river and the well-treed lands beyond, i,~ 
You don't see it because, covering political cam, ~ 
palgm, you're in and out, usually at night, or rushing~ 
through in a fight-timed portion of a hurry~p day, and, 
one election hall and crowd looks like any omer. ,~ 
You don't see it either because you've neve~.~ 
bothered to learn or even perhaps wonder about it, !i 
Like a Calgary oil executive the other day who 
called the Federicton office of Commerce and 
Development Minister Gerald S. Merrithew and said,~ 
in amazement: 
"I hear you've got the country's biggest oil refinery~ 
down there in Saint "John with a capacity of S00,000L~ 
barrels a day-what's it called?" : ;' 
ev ything- q g ag p : 
into which tankers the size of three football fields',, 
~p  their crude from Venezuela nd the Persian~ 
But in Saint John and New Brunswick',they don't, 
boast or do much national tub-thnmpialg~seeming to'" 
takesuch things for granted. ' ' 
So not everybody knows what's doing on what scale:i 
in that corner of the country that seems to have:~ 
largely confined its boesterism to calling itself the~. 
"Picture Province." 
Now attitudes are changing and New, Brunswicki~ 
more aware and proud of what it's accomplishing, has 
been bringing people in to see the development in- 
vestment opportunities. ~ 
The provincial government is trying to interesf 
Ottawa, and Mr. Merrithew and his, depu...ti~ haV~ 
been up to talk to Minister .of. State .fo~,jtT,a~,I~ 
Robert Howie-New Brunswick s representativeli1-t[~.~ 
federal cabinet he needed no persuasion-to Tramport + 
Minister Don Mazankowski,DREE Minister Elmer:. 
MacKay and Economic Superminister Robert Rene de ;. 
Cotret about an incentive grant for a $50 million-plus 
expansion of the shipyard and drydeek. 
The yard has been building tankers for Esso and  
~ell ,  and an ice-breaker for Dome Pete on schedule 
It was a delicate Job, in. an.d at a cost that backs off all competition in North 
volving three-cornered talks America and Europe. ,~ 
among the Cree, Quebee~d ~ "To build a supper ice-breaker, the drydock must be 
Ottawa, and =tl~ Outcome:' enlarged; . .:.~: t,~le ,~.~ .~ 
was as crucial ~in Quebec Mr, Howie feels the cabinet committee Can be s01d. 
City as it was in Fert Geerge. But  there's the bureaucracy-in Transport and 
Most of northern Quebec 
was once ruled directly from 
Ottawa, and even after the 
territory was ceded to 
Quebec in 1912 the federal 
reeence was still felt 
rough the Indian affairs 
department-- a bothersome 
fact to successive Quebec 
governments bent on pre- 
serv ing  prov inc ia l  
autonomy. 
RIGHTS RETAINED 
Another problem was even 
more bothersome. When 
Ottawa ceded the land to 
Quebec, itdid so on condition 
the province sign a 'treaty 
extinguishing the aboriginal 
land titles of the natives. 
For more than 60 years, 
Quebec did nothing. Strictly 
speaking, the legal title to 
more than half the provin .re 
remained in the hands of the 
hunters and trappers who 
had never signed away their 
birthright. 
When Bourssea became 
interested in the La Grande 
basin, the Cree and Inuit had 
him in a corner. No treaty, 
no land title, No land title, no 
hydro dams. And the project 
of the century, conceived by 
Bouraesa s the cornerstone 
of Quebeo's economic future, 
would remain nothing but a 
dream. 
The cash compensation 
which the natives finally 
accepted in exchange for 
their land -- ~ million or 
more, depending on inflation 
-- is split evenly between the 
Cree and Inult and held by 
the Cree Regional Authority 
and the Makivlk Corp., an 
Inuit body. The wording of 
the agreement makes it 
clear the money is e trust to 
be safeguarded, not a wind. 
fall to splurge, 
The first ~5 million -- 
about 56 per cent of It from 
Quebec and the rest from 
Ottawa-- is being paid over 
a 10-year period. In addition, 
hydroelectric royalties of 175 
million will be paid by the 
James Bay Energy Corp. in 
lump sums as each turbine 
group enters ervice. 
Industry, Trade and Commerce-which argues that 
shipyards in the Far East, Talwan, Korea and Japan, 
can underbid Saint John, so why not have them build' 
the ice-breakers, tankers and other craft? 
The price competition may be open to debate but the 
value of the investment-the management and labor 
skills and the facility itself in Saint John-to Canada is 
beyond question. 
That's the way Mr. Howie and Those Who Count in 
the Clark Cabinet feel about it. 
But in the shadows lurk the bureaucrats who per- 
susded Ottawa to deny Bricklin in New Brunswick a 
dime of development money while cheerfully willing 
to shovel out millions to General Motors and Ford in 
Quebec and Ontario. 
Bob Howie and his allies here and at home- 
including Mazankowski and de Cotret-look like 
winners. 
First of a two-part series. 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
T• Lettar to the Mayor of ca, C.F.T.K. Radio and 
the General Public who 
attended the Terrace 
Community Services Open 
Rouse 
The Board of Directors 
would like to express their 
sincere appreciation to the 
Mayor and Mrs. Maroney for 
officially opening the new 
premises of this Society. 
C.F.T.K. Radio for the ex. 
eellent coverage and support 
both for the Open House and 
the Community Services 
Week held September 16 to 
September 22, 1979. Also 
many thanks to those 
members of the general 
I 
public who took time outto 
attend the ceremony and 
showed their support. 
The Terrace Community 
Services Society is always 
looking for new members 
and welcome enquiries of 
anyone interested in the 
work of thin Society. The 
Annual General Meeting 
be held October 17th at 7:30 
p.m. in the Lecture Theatre 
of Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School. Please 
plan to attend and supp0~t 
YOUR community. 
Sincerely, 
Mr. Dave Gelintoly, 
' Chairman 
Judy Vandergucht, 
Secretary 
The Herald welcomes its readers comments. 
All letters to the editor of general public interest 
will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
..~. refnse to print letters on grounds ot possible 
lieei or bad taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. 
I' 
MR. and MRS. GAUNT 
Log chapel wedding 
.Julle Anne Je~ee and bodice front with gold rib- 
Bruce Even Gaunt, both of ben. Ring-bearer, Jared 
Terrace, chose the log Taylor of Terrace, carried 
chapel of Ootsa Lake Bible the rin@ on a pillow which 
Camp for their wedding the had been used at the bride's 
aflMrnnou of Aug. 4. The mother's wedding. 
hride.la the daughter of Mr. The groom wan attended 
lind Mrs. Geeo Je~ee of by Richard Chandler of 
Onisa lake and the Broom is Burnsby as best man and 
the son ~ Dr. and Mrs. 
David Gaunt of Victoria. 
T~e chapel was decorated 
with four white baskets of 
ushers were Owen Poppy 
and Terry Jeeaee, both of 
Vancouver, and Rod Miller 
of Victoria. 
New routes sought 
after bridge rammed 
EDMONTON (CP) . 
Barges and alternate rail 
routes were pressed into 
service Tuesday in an at- 
tempt to bypass a fallen 
bridge that is a key element 
in the transportetlan et- 
work that moves Prairie 
grain, potash, sulphur and 
coal into export position. 
The 24,000-ton freighter 
Japan Erica rammed into 
the crucial Second Narrows 
Bridge in thick fng Friday, 
knocking one span into the 
water of Burrard lniet. 
The accident,, which 
caused ;3 million damage 
that will take about 15 weeks 
to repair, severed North 
Shore nhippers from railway 
terminals on the opposite 
shore and will reduce 
Vancouver Harbor's ship- 
ping capacity by at least 15 
per cent. 
The Second Narrowa 
Bridge normally carriea 
about 3,000 grain cars a 
week, 
Federa l  T ranspor t  
Minister Don Ma i0w~ki  
said Canadian Natlonol 
Railways'has put a co- 
ordinator at Prince George 
to direct rail cars that would 
normally use the broken 
bridge to the British 
Columbia Railway. Other 
cars are bei~ token to 
Saskatchewan Wheat Pool 
and Pioneer Grain Co. tor- 
miuela by horse. 
Hugh Horner, federal 
grain transportation co- 
ordlnator, CN and Canadian 
wheat board officiak met 
Tuesday to discuss al- 
teraaffve metheds ofkeep|rig 
8rain moving. 
"This is an" unfortunate 
problem but I am pleased 
with the sense of co- 
toperation between everyone 
nvolved," Mazankowski 
said in Saskatoon. "This is 
going to slow down our deliv- 
eries but I am confident i  
will be worked ouL" 
Bill Marshall, the 
Sankatenn Pool's second 
vlce-president, said that 
even with re-rcollng and 
barge deliveries, the aoci- 
dent would reduce terminal 
operations by two-thirds. 
He said Pacific Elevators, 
United Grain Growers and 
Alberta V/heat Pool 
elevators on the south shore 
could'pick up some ot .the 
grain, traffic " i f  they got 
more rail cars." 
The Saskatchewan Pool 
received 120 cars Tuesday 
and was expecting 120 cars 
today. The terminal nor- 
really receives 155 cans a 
day. 
"If the care keep arriving 
we won't have to lay off any 
employnea/ '  said J im Mc- 
Donald, the pocl'e director of 
termina! elevators. 
Al Beattle, public relations 
director for the AIberta 
Wheat Pool, said the 1G-par- 
cent reduction in deliveries 
until the brid~e is repaired 
represents about 750,000' 
bushels of produce or a~ut 
;3 million worth. 
He said the losses will have yellow and cream ~ladielas The reception buffet at 
and daisy mums withorange Wisteria Community Hall 
lily,undlndianpaintbrash featured barbequed beef and Back g 
accents .  M a_tecehi~ e achinookashnen, eaughtby U D . O n  a s  
a~angemencs gruc ~ R J Jeasee' Daisy Gardner J .  
man°unamante" mra w 'incharge°fsarvin  - k ps  b l  d 
,~t~m,~be~uT~inn°~ ~s~tlednby~ekttyAnidrs~i hoo u ame 
arrm/ged all the wedding 'Lindsay, Cerleen Plttman,' SURREY, B C (CP) --  A union official said Tueaday. 
fl°~'STa-ler ofthe Terrace Fra.n Deffe.,b.atlgh,. Beth five-week backlol~ on gas "They are trying to i/fit/date 
_.'.y'# ~" ~ . . . . . . . .  k'lttman, anut;lara l~nlgm, hook,n~ is tvlnu Un con t~andthevaredoinaaaood Aulenceunure~ouI,Oa~,eoa& ' : ' "~- ".'-"= "- " ~ - '~ " . . . . . . .  Mor Jo ry  Jeasoe served otructton:-:'Gt~,  scores of Job." the double r l  ,~ervlce. . ,. ~g . . . .  punch and Jean Hitchner no ver- tlon v,o,,~,,'eutn, nlaniot . . . . . . . .  buildings in two Va ou • Union officials say ac 
; '~ , ' :~-a~, '~"  ~o% p'' was scrvou.me.ea.~e .oasen ana area communities as 500 wil l  be taken if the util ity 
,,,~ -~- - - -o  -o oecorateo m Maltese crn~ • .1...,,,, =.,! . , ,m t .  ~,,~ hv . . . . . . . . . .  British Co]umbta Hydro continues to lock-out era- 
LT,,a.N ~ .--.o .--..=-~- -., lflsmon Dy we brine ann ~.kov~ mrticl~to in a n lnvm , .~  refuse to ~r- NIm jesaee a nn Katnr . . . . . .  r -  r -  r . - , , - - -  . . - -  r -  oy Kathryn Blackwell with real Biackw-n" slaters of ~ . . . . . . . .  work slowdown, form tasks outside their Job 
--, my an~ nassy accents ny lcinis aa the ' i t ria , Company off y description. bride. Rod Miller of V c o Clara KniaVt The o,',~m s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ms,, "hinter 'durina the - ~" '  . _o ' -z : .  normal walung perlnn ter Peter MCAUmter, tlyuro 
=' - - ' , -2" - - ' .~ f -  . . . .  ° cake. prepares o.y_u,ve most gas line work here and labor relations manager, 
mtpm~ .-m,m,m.~. Gaunt was servon oy me a t t0 ra ,  ~, m=,,~,a by her . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  in White Rock is beu said the employees were 
~-~'*,~.'" ~'--~-n~ge~e c~ the nrma.i pa~, aria uorm u=-.,: days but a work-to-rule locked out ' 
- - .~*  " -~ , was In cnarge or me guest bride ,,,ore a ~own of white . . . . . . . . . .  campaign, which two unions 
• :.. . ~ . . . . .  ooc~ Tne lace ~om on me beu~n about a month aao, is 
satin mterlooz tasntonea head' table was loaned b'" ~" ' : causing abuildup which will ' 
w~ a.n..e~..l~ro waist ~d Alma Addison, and. taiile', tak~mont~o clear . . . .  : . . . . . .  
iraln. Tne losyenlo necKune' sent by Bertie l-l'enna" of Meanwrme, pm~em ~w 
=rid sl.e.evel...esa be~.. ce w. ero Terrace, . eurlsoed at some Job sites, 
outun~ mm serous oz race. . And the unions I d  the 
Her tulHength tiered veil Master of ceremonies, slowdown -- the In- 
was attached to a wreath of David Hands of Terrace, ternational Brotherhood of 
fresh yellow and white preoided over the reception. Electrical Workers and the 
dahdea. She carried an arm Lorna Gaunt was soloist. Dr. Office and Technical Em- 
bouquet of ye~ow roses and David Gaunt gave the ployees Union -- can now 
fern. For something old she blessing and Bob Jessoe, legally strike. 
candedabeakytattedbyber grandfather of the bride 
lateMundmotherandworsa l~esonted the toast t~ ,  Relations between Hydro 
of pearls, and mat- bride The bridesmaids w~e ~.w~ers  ~ sour 
chlng ourrin~ also having toasted by Richnrd.-,CAmn-o leat11~Meg ~er  .me crown 
belonged to her. ' dler. An uncle of th-~g~o~'n'~'i" .u.tili..ty.locksd ~ut,~2a Fr.~er 
The matron of hanour, Dr. Don Hortou, [[ave a vauey Ras ann OtSlce 
Kathryn  Blackwei l  of rousing Roast of the Groom. w,,ol"kers, say union o~f~ia~ 
Watson lake,  wee attired in For guing.away the bride _ "me company m cr~s,, _ 
a yellow floral blouson dress chose a mid-calf  length shut us sown -,wsemer, u 
with scoop neck and ex- yellow, peach and white 
tended shoulders. Gold floral sundress with yellow PCB 
ribbons accented the carnation corsage, They flew 
shoulders, waist and to Thatelhaum Lake and 
i ,  She carried an arm 
bouquet ~ yellow and white 
'daisies with filigree 
streamers and wore a 
matching datsy comb in her 
hair. Bridesmaids were 
Nency Jeasee of Ootsa Lake; 
Cindy Hartin of Burnaby and 
Kay Doffe~haugh of Ken. 
newick, Washington. Their 
~wn~capd flowers were 
the matron of 
hamor and were fashioned 
by the bride. Becky Taylor of 
Terrace as flower girl also 
wore a water-oolor yellow 
floral loug dress with empire 
waist and cop sleeves ac- 
cented at l l~ waist and 
then to Eastern Canada for 
their wedding trip. in eggs 
Wedding guests came 
from Terrace, Smithers, VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Prince George, Victoria, Low levels of toxic PCB 
Vancouver, andSooke, B.C.; (pelychlorinated biphenyis) 
Walla Walls, Dayton, have been found in eggs and 
Conneli, Kennewick and poultry in the Vancouver 
Yakima, Washington; area since it was discovered 
Tulleby Lake and Spruce last month that PCB- 
Grove, Alberta; Portland, contaminated tallow and 
Oregon; and Sheffield, feed had come into British 
England. Columbia from the United 
A lovely buffet was served States. 
at Takysle Lake to the However, the levels do not 
rehearsal party and repre~..nt a hazard to t.he. 
relatives the prior evening canaalan cons.umer, sam 
by Dr. and Mrs. Gaunt, the :Be .r~. i Morgu.n, a f ed.e.ra.l 
groom's parrots. ,,nealm~.nepartmenc. onmml
'" i : '  ""'1',1i ' I 
" '. ~ ." ; ' . ,  ' ,"S' , ~' " 
A "nugget" of 
information: 
to be borne by farmers and 
grain handlers. There was 
little chance of obtaining 
compensation, although the 
freighter was not being 
allowed to leave Canadian 
waters until the owners poet 
a $10-million bend. 
. John Morriss, wheat board, 
spokesman in Winnipeg, said 
the problem hi~hlights the 
West's overdependence on
one principal pert. 
"A bigger terminal in 
Prince Rupert would 
definitely increase our 
flexibility when one port, or 
the tracks to one pert, are 
dosed by a strike, snowsllde, 
storm or a bridge being hit," 
Merrins said. 
• Prince Rupert, the only 
other West Coast grain 
exporth~ pert, Ires elevator 
storage capacity of 32,000 
tonnes compared with 
Vancouver's 500,000 tennes. 
Union 
suspends 
members 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Nine'members of the In- 
ternational Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers Local 213 
have each been fined $1,000 
and suspended from union 
affairs for from three to six 
years after being found 
guilty of violating the union 
constitution. 
The sentences followed a 
bitter internal union dispute 
which culminated last month 
in the suspermten of local 
president Lloyd Fedowa by 
the international mid pleas 
for Canadian autonomy. 
Eight of the nine unionists, 
who are suspended from 
holding unlun office or at- 
tending meetings 10ut not 
from working at union Jobs, 
issued a statement Monday 
charging that they were 
tried in absentia. 
The ninth defendant, 
Dusty Rhodes, has been 
granted a retrial by the 
international. 
i 
GTV'T 
APPEAL 
B.C. mining paid over 
$192 million in taxes last year. 
Dudng t978, the B.C. mining industry paid over $110 million in 
taxes to our province, plus more than $69 million in federal 
taxes. Mining taxation is also felt at the local level...with over 
$13 million in municipal taxes paid by the industry last year.* 
That's a total of over $192 million, or about $75 for every 
Bdtish Columbian. As an important source of tax revenues 
for our province-and as a large scale job-producer--mining 
is a major contributor to the B.C. economy. 
THE MINING ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
=Building a stronger B.C" 
"Source:  t,978 Price Walerhoeso  study Ol B,C .  min ing  Industry 
HEROIN 
RULING 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  The 
provincial , government 
will appeal a B.C. 
Supreme Court decision 
tossing out Its compulsory 
hero in  t reatment  
program, Health Minister. 
Bob McCleHand said 
Tuesday. 
McClelland said the 
court's decision meant in 
effect that the provinces 
do not have Jurisdiction 
over any narcotic treat- 
ment program, voluntary 
or otherwise. 
"It said a lot more thao 
just our compulsory 
treatment program was 
ultra vires," he said. 
"The ruling also said 
British Columbia or any 
province in Canada has 
no risht to be in any part 
of the narcotic business, 
whether it's control or 
treatment." 
• But B.C. has no in. 
tention of abandoning its 
treatment programs and 
has asked the federal 
government to take them 
over while the appeal is 
heard, McCleLland said. 
The control egisistion 
empowered the courts to 
order convicted drug 
offenders to be confined 
and treated for their 
habits at the 150-bed 
treatment centre at 
Brannon Lake on Van- 
cenver Island. The law 
also allowed addicts to 
commit themselves for 
treatment voluntarily. 
Last week, B.C. Chief 
Justice Allan McEachern 
ruled that the legislation 
in effect created a new 
crime, thereby infringing 
on federal jurisdiction 
under the constitution. 
Narcotics trafficking and 
pesseaslon are against the 
flaw, but addiction is not. 
McEachern rejected 
the province's position 
that the treatment act 
was health legislation and 
a provincial respon- 
sibility, 
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Doctor  battling 
ban on  narcot i cs  
VANCOUVER (CP) " A Control Regulations, and 
Vancouver doctor banned that after consultation with 
from pr~cribing narcotics 
launched court action 
Tuesday against federal 
Health Minister David 
Crombie and T. Reid 
McKim, director of the 
Bureau of Dangerous Drugs, 
in an effort to get the ban 
lifted. 
Dr, Robert O. Schalze, who 
defied authority by 
prescribing a morphine 
maintenance program for an 
addict patient, has applied in 
Federal Court for an in. 
junct ion restraining" 
Cromble and McKtm from 
telling pharmacies not to fill 
his narcotic prescriptions. 
Dr. Schulze informed 
authorities inAugust that he 
had put a patient on the 
program to cope with her 
addieUon 
The Bureau of Dangerous 
Drn~s ubsequently banned 
him from pre~rthlng 
cotics for a year. 
A statement of claim fried 
in the trial cllviMou d the 
court asks that Cromble aed 
McKlm be reatrained from 
giving any notleen l .. to 
Ucemed dealers or phar- 
macisis in British Cohanbla 
not to fill Dr. Schuise'a lre- 
ncrtpUons for narcotic drugs 
unless he k convicted of 
violating a seetlna of the 
Narcot i c  Cont ro l  
Regulations. 
The statement also asks 
for general and special 
damages for loss of inc~.ome 
and other expenses. 
The statement notes that 
the Bureau of Dangerous 
Drugs informed Dr. Sehulze 
in September that it cou- 
sidered him to have violated 
section 38(I) of the Narcotic 
the College M Physicians 
end S ~  of B.C., a 
notice was being ts=ued toall 
~i~.rirmacteta notto fill .his. 
ptiosa for nareonc 
ether than md ones. 
Section 38 says that a 
doctor can prescribe a 
narcotic to a patient under 
his care and for a coudft.inq 
that the putient k receiving 
treatment for. 
But the statement of claim 
nntea that Dr. Sehut~ has 
never been charged with or 
comdctod of violatb~ the 
Narcot i c  Cont ro l  
Regukllous. 
Lawyer John Conroy, who 
ts acting for Dr. Sebulm, 
said the legal action is baaed 
en ~e in~nke that the 
Bureau of Dangerous Drugs 
accused the doctor of 
' vlolailng the sectio- then 
imposed the presertptian ban 
without first giving him a 
fair hearing. 
The statement of claim 
save that as e cesult of the 
federal government's action, 
Dr. Sehulze has suffered a 
l~s of income bocause of the 
limitations placed on I~  
practice and because of loss 
of reputation among the 
general public, lds peers, 
i~,armacteto and licensed 
. narcotic dealers. 
MADE FROM PROTEIN 
Spiders' webs are made of 
a liquid protein that is drawn 
from the spider's body and 
then solid/ties. The spiral 
part of came of these webs k 
sticky to snare insects, while 
the spokes are dry, allowing 
the spider to walk on them. 
.AtltOllCtEM 
TERRACE.DEBT COUNSELLOR 
will ko cbsod 
ktokor 11,10, I i& N, 1170 
Terrace ~mmunlly rmrvleas 
'4111 LAilI le Ave. 
Terra(e, B.C. 
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SAFE,E~Y TO CASH ,./-~X, • ~-.. /  . . \  .~ THE COMPOUND INTEREST BOND 
.4~lD A GOOD RETURN . ~-.-,~.-;"--.~ /" y~.   -- \ f ~ If you want savings growth, an investment for 
': Eve.year;'millions of Canadians invest :~... :'--~ -/----=~ %~- i . /  the~re, orare~ement~nd, you'llchoo~ 
ihCanaaaSavingsBondsforsomevery i ~ ; ' "~ J  \ ~ /  ' the Compound lnterest Bond. lt earns interest 
good reasons. . .:. . . .~.;.~. ~ }..~~--_.=-~-" " - - . .~ ~---. ~ on your interest, after the flint year, at the 
k_~\  - how the value of a $100 bond'° grows:' 
New Canada" Savmgs""" Bonds /~ '~:"  - "-~_~ -" -- - t - - \  guaranteed annual rate of 10/~%. Heres 
earn you a ~ood retu't~ oh your - -  ' F,= ~ ~ - .~ .~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Novemberl, i979and"yibld'10~'/~l,~/o ~"~- -~.===' - - _~L  ~- - __~%~_. .=~ 1980 $110.25 1984 $162.89 
everyyeart,,maturi~i-fiil9L~,::;:i~ \ \ -T -~ ~ -~-_-- ~ ,..j_-:_:~ 19~I,9s2 $13-1.015121'55 1,$e191~5 $197.9~$179'59 
Canada Savings l~nds ar.q~' \ • ~ -- -= . '=  ~ I~  $147.75 
• ~==q[~ : :=~_  safe, secure investment,• Tho¥',~e,',=-- ~ "-'=. ~-~ 
backed by all the resourcqs oL.~ ~- - - - -  - -- ~ = ~  OM)O~E THE BOND 
Canada. And they re easy tq.ca~h.toc'~:-~.~-- ..'--c'~'.~ ='':: - - - ' - /  . ,1HAT'SRIC~,I~R.YOU 
Canada Savings Bonds also offer "-.. --.. "--.. ~ -.~__~ _--"=.~1~1~./" You can ouy new L.anaoa ~avmgs 
. . . . . . . .  eat ch;.)ice- the R~i,,ular Interest " . .  "'--- " - .  i~ ~=-...~_.--~7 i  . - '~- "  Bonds in various amounts up to a total 
13end and the Cumnound Pnterest Bond. -.. -...... . . .x .~.- . .  ,~ . - "  purchase I ,~t  of $25,000. Both new ix n s 
" "-.--~." -~:: "'--=-'---~:: ~---'~-.-" " may be purchased for cash and the 
~-  ~:~ . .-. \ \ N. Compound Interest Ikmd may al.¢~ be purchased 
THE REGULAR INTEREST BOND ~ .=~.~.4  L'-'~.;-:~5~-.- \ \ on the cnnvenient Monthly Savings Plan. 
• If you want a regular annttal ...~l_--~ ._.~i -~ ~: . '~ : -~- '~\  ~.~'r~, ,; . . . .  t~, h., a,.=~ ,,,,,, ;¢,~,, 
nncome from your tnvestment, yott II ~-~ ~ ~ ~2-~ ~ ,  ._., . . . .  ,._::,.,..(~.~. e_  : . .~ a~..~.: ... 
liKe tne Kegular interest Dana WhiCh pays [ ~ i~  • ~._ L..t._ n. .  = ~ .m~r a..... -#, 
mterest automattcallyeach November 1. i ~ i ndeeinedat[acez~hwonl~'aqthout 
, if you re like many bondholders,/ou II ~:Z J paymalt ofidterest. If you cash Ihe,! 
appreciate he direct depusit . . . . . . . . .  " am/timeafler Da:: 31, 1979 you 
feature. With this cunvenient IMPORTANT NFW~ AROIIT uqll'rewit~ eanwd intenst ~)r ~ch  
o tion, your interest is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  p v ." THE CANADA SA~/II~I(;S BONDS full month[nm~ N~ 1, 1979. 
deposited directly into yottr vml  m~ ~,m~ 
ch~uing  or savings account. " . . . . . . . . . . . . .  BUY YOURS IOOAY Tht' ,lvt, r,l~P dllll|hll viehl to maturity t,n C.11hlda .%avings ~ulds 
just ask for this optinn dah,d Not; I, IqT.I to Nov. I. Iq78 in,'Ira, lye has I'~'en increa~.,d [O Ne~,' Canada Savings Bonds are 
when you buy your bonds, Or if 10W~;,i,lh.clivP tronl Nov. I, Iq7q. I'lwre are also sD.cial cash ' on ~de m~N. You can buyyoum 
yuu prefer' you can receive your bomb', |~,lVIIlt,ll|'~ due o11 I,,,mls datvd |wlore No~ I. 1¢174. at yottr bank, invt~tment dealer, 
interest by chc~.ltle throu3h Y,.'llliml all the dr,tail,, wh,,n, you b,mk or im'e.d. ' stt~.'k broker' trust company, or 
the mail. credit union. Buy yours today! 
A GREAT CHOICE 
PeIe  6, ~ Herald, Wednt~dmy, October 17, Itn~ 
Curtain Call 
For Courtesy 
By Abigail Van Buren 
• 1979 by  Ch icago  Tr ,bune .N .Y .  News  Synd.  Inc.  
DEAR ABBY: The other evening I saw an outstanding 
ballet company perform. At the end, the audience responded 
with enthusiastic applause, but as the dancers took their 
first curtain call a large l~ercentage of the audience rushed 
out of the theater, no doubt hurrying to get to their cars 
first. 
These people were not only being rude to the performers 
but to others in the audience by obstructing their view of 
the stage. 
As an actress, I have felt anger and resentment after hav- 
ing given my all in a performance only to be deprived of my 
few moments of glory because some people didn't want to 
stick around for an extra five minutes. 
The curtain call is important to performers. It's the only 
opportunity we have to step out of our roles and express our 
gratitude to an audience that rewards us with their ap- 
plause. 
Please print this, Abby, to remind audiences that per- 
formers need those few precious moments of appreciation. 
Withhold my name and sign me ... 
ACTRESS 
DEAR ACTRESS: Name withheld (but I'm saving your 
letted. Take another bow for a beautiful letter un behalf of 
all performers. 
DEAR ABBY: My wife has this long-time girlfriend I'll 
call Muriel. She's my wife's age (30), divorced, fairly attrac- 
tive, but doesn't have a steady man. Muriel fancies herself to 
be some kind of femme fatale and has given me the come-on 
several times, but I've never given her any encouragement. 
A couple of months ago, after I had taken my wife and 
Muriel to a disco, my wife told me that Muriel told her that I
had made a pass at her! That was a total lie, and I told my 
wife it was. 
Last weekend we were at a party and Muriel was there, l 
was very cool to her, and hardly spoke, but the next evening, 
my wife told me Muriel had called her at work and said that 
I had propositioned her! 
Abby, I don't know what Muriers game is, but I am fed up 
with her. I have never fooled around, but if I decided to 
start, it wouldn't be with Muriel. I have the feeling my wife 
isn't convinced that I am totally innocent. How should I 
handle this? 
NOT GUILTY 
DEAR NOT: Ask your wife to invite Muriel over. In the 
presence uf both you and your wife confront her about her 
accusations, if your wife is really a good friend, she will en- 
courage Muriel to get professional help. The poor girl could 
be less malicious than disturbed. 
, . .  , 
DEAR ABBY: Bravo to your response to the 82-year.old 
man who wants to'marry a woman 20 yearp his junior! May I 
add: 
I am 34, beautiful, well-educated and popular. I've had 
wealthy, young professional men beg me to marry them, of- 
fer me trips to Europe. One wanted to buy me a $17,000 
Cadillacl I turned them all down because I am deeply in love 
with a 70-year-old man who has never given a material gift 
to me in the two years we've been caring for each other. 
What he has given me is an incomparable inner joy I've 
never felt with anyone lse. He's so alive, warm and loving, I 
thank the Lord for this wonderful man daily. 
I have proposed to him, but he bad cold feet, I know!hd 
loves me, but he's afraid he's "too old" for me. (He has never 
married.) 
We are both workaholics, o we don't get to see each other 
more than a few hours every week. 
I love him, I want him, and I'd marry him tomorrow. So, to 
all those men up in age and reluctant to marry a younger 
woman, I say, "I'd rather be an old man's darling than a 
young man's lave." 
D. IN NEW ORLEANS 
I 
tt¢  Afl ,: 
"You should never try to fix an electric shaver," 
o,  
Horoscope CR we 
Frances Drake ~ 
ARllm ~_e: '~  
( .1~... 21 to Apr. 19) ' 
~or grl.an.s .cor on 41~;~: 4435~ ! ~I~i ~i~;;d? the J b or in relationships, hips 55 
Your best bet is to greet others g 
wlthe.~l:;;speratlve spirit, e 
TAURUS k4~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) ~7~ 
You're in the mood fer play 
when you should be working 
and vice-versa. Put extra 
effort into a creative project 
or hobby for success. 
(May 21 to June 20,11' 
Slight tension at home can 
be  alleviated if you'll share 
~ome leisure time with those 
present. Or invite others over. 
CANCER 0~; )  
(June 21 to July 22) 
A love interest may not be in 
the mood for talk, but you'll 
find a receptive audience in 
some family members. Home 
activities favored. 
LED 
(July 23 to Aug. 33) t /~4~ 
A good time to work out 
financial problems. Invite 
others to ezprees their  
thoughts. Special rapport with 
children indicated. 
VIRGO 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) ny~ 
Curb inner resentment or 
agitation If someone rebuffs 
your peacemaking efforts. 
Buy yourself a small gift, 
Minor financial luck. 
LmRA 
<sept. = to oct. 33) -n -~ 
A time to count your 
blessings and to seek inner 
harmony. If you are at peace 
with yourself, minor 
aggravations won't get to you. 
sco zo m, c, 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
If a friend gets on  your 
ii~i'~es; why not take h im 
aside for a private chat. Take 
advantage of favorable trends 
to resolve differences. 
SAGrrr~n~s ~l i~  
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Not a time for going it alone. 
Take others into your con- 
fldence. Accept an invitation 
from a recently met business 
acquaintance. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Consult with experts about 
'career projects for favorable 
results. The advice of friends 
Is well.lntentioned but 
perhaps not wise. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ~,=MI~ 
Get a second opinion about a
business matter. Success in 
connection with distant 
financial interests, travel, and 
education. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Stick to larger issues in 
talks with close ones, who may 
be aggravated if you harp on 
little things. Discuss. Joint 
assets. 
YOU BORN TODAY have a 
natural interest in world af- 
fairs and would succeed 'as a 
lawyer, politician, or 
statesman. In business, you 
work well in partnership and 
when allied with large co~. 
porations or organizations. 
You have the ability to 
money for the causes that 
interest you 
II 1 . . . . .  1 l ]  I i l l  I I  .......................................... [ . . . .  I ~[  I r I l l l l  ]u  1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 
et al. 47 Roman 1,501 2 Eskimo 
9 Trouble 48 Tokyo, once knife 
12 High note 49 Actors need 
13 Automaton them 
14 Indian ' 54 New England 5 May 30, 
15 Science of cape 
hearing 55 Actress 
17 Low haunt Massey 
18 WWlI org. 56 Money Of 
19 City in account 
New York 57 TV's Char- 
21 Lamented lotte 
22 Hebrew 
measure 
3 Wander idly 23 Aid for the 
4 Boasted deaf 
27 Social 
6 Turku work group 
7 Venetian 29 Dispatch 
magistrates 30 Bristle 
8 Fashioned 32 Colebes ox 
9 Public halls ,34 Capacity for 
10 Roman road enduring 
11 Russian river 37 Attack 
24 Install in 
office ' 
25 Large bird 
26 Flatfish " 
26 Scoria 
31 Wife of 
Tyndsreus 
33 Affirmative 
reply 
35 To comer 
26 Girl's 
nickname 
38 WWII area 
40 Bank abbr. 
41 Mail 
Avg. solution time: t~ mln. violently 
39 Long, try- 
.ing time 
42 Greenland 
settlement 
44 "-- and Bill' 
45 Posterior 
46 Author 
Ferber 
50 Follow 
closely 
51 Intimidate 
5~ Epoch 
53 Polish 
river 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
By Eugene Sial/n" 
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CRYF~QUIP 
PKLSX-QKLSX QKLQHFS;  Z I  UFFS-  
FS  IP JL JKQP JZHZUQ 
Saturday's Cryptoqulp -- CALLOW PLAYBOY SPECIMENS 
WILL DISTURB TRULY ADULT MEN. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: J equals 0
The Cryptoquip is a simple substitution dpher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Singl. eletier.s, sl~o~ we .r~, 
and words using an apostrophe can gtve you clues to lOcaUn8 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
• " " - - "" " " " '~  ".~.:.1 
i . . . .  . . . 
the WIZARD OF ID 
r HANO OVeg THY "~F~Y TH~, ~ 
/ /  -'~I l'k:~¢;'.,,I A,~ 
Lli  it: 
.. 
• ~ Z¢  " -v  
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
FANCY pups,r 
'--- V ' j 
, By Johnny Hart 
DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau 
i 
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P rot 
feared 
losing 
control 
of the 
union 
I 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Postal 
union leader Jean-Claude' 
Parrot had to choose bet- 
ween losin8 control of his 
members or delaying the 
order that they return to 
work after Parliament 
declared a postal strike 
illegal, the Ontario Court of 
Appeal was told Tuesday. 
Parrot's lawyer told the 
court Parrot risked isolating 
himself from the mem-  
bership of the Canadian 
Union of Postal Workers and 
"appearing to become a tool 
of the opposition i  a highly- 
charged atmosphere" had he 
obeyed Parllnment promp ,~. 
Aubrey Golden argued 
that had Parrot lmt the 
membersl}ip's support, 
getting the men back to wm~k 
may have been a lot more 
difficult han it actuaUy was, 
But Domains Rutherford, a
federal government lawyer, 
said Parrot usurped the right 
of Parliament when he failed 
to "comply with the 
legislation. 
• Rutherford argand that It 
was not up to the Jury to 
decide whether the union 
leader "was reasonable, 
correct, wise or prudent in 
delaying to give that notice 
until he thought beet." 
Rutherford said Chief 
• , . . . • 
Justice Gregory my,-., the to-work order . began 
trial Judle. wU correct in. Tuesday. his 
keepl~ the evidence down to Parrot, released after 
the i~e  of whether Parrot ~vtetion last April on baU 
complied with the kw, . ~ ~ IP.nding the appeal, 
Wheth~ Parliament was. startnd bin sentence Man- 
unwise In hmulM/the order, day. 
or whether the order could Paul Cavalu=o, e union 
have caused riots were nof, lawyer appealing the con. 
matters for the Jury to  vietion, said Parliament 
deride, he said, ~outravannd the Canadtan 
"The Jury shouldn't decide Bill d PJghts by treating the 
po~tal workers more harshly 
it Parltsment ia lem wl~ than any other group at 
than Mr. PatroL" C, anadlans. 
The argument came u the The postal union had been 
labor leader's appeal of:kb without a contract since 
convletLon and sentence of June 30, W/7, when it called 
three months in :kdl for :. membem out on a legal 
defylng.Parllament's hack- strike la,t Oct. 16. The hack- 
to-work order took effect 
three days later, but meat 
postal workers remained off 
the Job until Parrot ordered 
an end to the strike Oct. 25. 
The agreement which was 
imposed by Parliament's 
lesislation expires Dee. 31. 
Cavaluzzo said the 
agreement s ill contravenes 
the Bill of Rights because it
provides for fines of up to 
$2,60O against postal union 
leaders while leaders Of 
other federal pubfic service 
unions can be fined no more 
than ~A00 for fafllng to take 
steps to halt illegal strikes. 
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OPPORTUNITY  KNOCKI  
BUT ONCE 
EXCLUSIVE  DEALERSHIPS  NOW 
AVAILABLE  FOR AN AMAZING NEW 
REMOTE CONTROL ENGINE STARTER 
Starts any vehicle from the comfort of Indoors In all 
types of wea~er by remots control. No more cold 
weather worries. Product backed by an unconditional 
guarantee. No franchise fees Involved. 
For Information write: 
Commshd-Stsrt Electronics Inc. 
1451 CharS'well Drlvo 
West Vancouver, B.C. 
or phone (60,1) 926-1867 
' Hay GLACIER "*  Yellowhead 
. L ~. 4418 Legion AVI I I I  ,, Grain 
"~ ,, ~~~O ~/~)J~l~L A ~ Terrace, B.C.. . , , . "Completellneofllvestockfeodandsupplement. Cleanand mollify grain 
_ TO, #~'~ ; - Founts and feeders for all livestock 
~~~-~'s_~_i i~ A Complete Glass.and~ . ;,ettrevelllnoc.esmadatomeasura 
i~"  -~ ,0~o..~ ,D ~'~: ~oo~ S Aluminum S~rviee , 3315 Clark St. 635-3867 
C & H Industrial Cleaning 
Ltd. 
"WE TRAVEL - -  YOUR HOURS" 
Steam Cleaning and Pressure Wasl~ing 
Phone 638-1634 or 635-354S 
NO W OPEN 
ALEX'S BODY SHOP 
in the old MeEwan's Shop 
(Across from the Skoona Hotel) 
4513 ~xgLg' ' ~ ~]  G35-23~.6 
~ VAN'S OONTRAOTINg 
Furniture Repair 
~ iostorat ioes ,  Hope Chests ' i 
~ !  Custom Made Furniture, Refinishinl~ 
,~ i  General Boildin| Contractinl[ " 
!~3610 Kalum .... 636-6686 :~:T~rraoo 
Plumbing - Heating. Commercial Servicing 
Residential. Industrial. Specializing Gas Flfflng 
and Sheet AMtal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD.  
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
• . ~"-  .~  ~, . *  ~ ,  . . . . . .  ~ .~, . \ ~ ,  .~ ,~.  
-- -4,11S T.~'IK E L$ E 'AVENUE- . . . . .  
P,O. Box S.14 
TERRACE, B.C. V gG 4Be 
In_-*-_.'! • Service _~e_;: W_~ 
PHONE 635-9315 
OR 635.9320 
& Oil 'Fursnces 
PIZZA WAGON 
Pizza and sub-buns del ivered to your door 
hot from the oven. 
. , 1 ~.  , 
Reedy Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
~,~ Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE ¢lS4tN 
F.J.H. READY MIX 
Construction Ltd. 
Plant Off Krumm Road 
Thornhlll 
,FALL SPECIAL 
Every Sunday & Wednesday 
I October 17 to November II 
With any order for Pizza of ft .00 and up, 
order a 9"  pizza of your  choice for  Va.prlce. 
Phone 635-3414 
Free del ivery Tuesday to Sunday 
Closed Monday 
CE &qNq nterprises 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
IW Cl lrlfl [EP, 
deLI, GIHI% 
CC-CP  
' 3224Ka lum Stre et;Terr~e:~ :~: 
~; Natural Fo~ls-- Books'-~'Local Crafts : " 
ANYONE CAN SHOP AT DELIGHTS... 
ONLY MEMBERS GET DISCOUNTS 
Wayne 435.5184 Ernie ~35.9~3 
• i Oaya ~4m 
G NOW OPEN ~ Torraoo Elootronio Ropain Ltd, 
R U SERVING TERRACE & KITHIAT " 
!, i l ': C l ' O ,..f~ AUTHORIZEO SERVICE ~ O '  DEPOT . :. qO~J~ " Philip|, Magnsvox, Z~nlth 
Sanyo, Tcohlbs 
v 2701 South Kalum St. g Mon..Sat. - -  9 a .m. -  6 p,m, 
" 635-6160 A Friday --  9 a.m.- 9 p.m.. 
From'4 e.m. P II p.m. T 4623 IJkelse 435-4,S43, 
FREE 
TERRACE I~EL GIFT CERtiFICATES 
For these Items 
, hoar teeth , bear claws 
, wolf tooth "k louver teeth 
, mole or leer aiders (slngleor--Ir) 
Available at the front desk of the 
'TERRACE HOTEL 
STRROORRD 
TRCH YRCHTS 
SAN JUAN 
q l 21' to 30' Sailboats 
& Accessories 
I 635-3OOi  
, Ken Hansen' 
B ILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS .... 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
WE ALS0"SELL;';ER;;CE'&'REPAIN ALL YOUR HO~E BRUNSWIC~ PRODUCTS. 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER? 
"WE CLEAN" 
)~'~ CHIMNEYS -- FURNACES --  FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire , 
heating system by using a P~O.VAC Residential. 
Commercial and industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unlt. Also Introducing the new method of utilizing 
compressed alr for posltlve action. 
"Our ~ervlce gives positive and efficient results" 
Call the PRO-VAC people today and see for yourself. 
Perhrf:e: . 635 5292 
K,.mst 632"2466 
Pro-Vac Industries 
Can. Ltd. 
Ser~Vlces Division 
Kltlmat-Terrece, B.C. 
i 
32 3 KALUM STREET 
TERRACE. B.C. PHONE 635-2473 
I |11  n I I  
MR. BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space Is Reserved 
For Your Ad. 
Old 
TERRACE, B.~. ~' : .  :~i :~ ~ , ' ,  
PHONE I~15-9252 ANYTIME 
Wayside Groceries 
• 4711-G Ke i th  Ave .  
o . r  f r icutd lv  ('()nl~cnict]ct" s tore  
HOURS: 
4"  . . . .  6 
We~kd.s ~:~U am - l z :~u a 
W~ekend. 10:00 am - 11:00 pm 
EASTSIDE 
GROCERY & LAUNDROMAT 
• OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8.11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4430 Lak01so 035-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CQHVENIENCE STORE 
~ I~. .~ JAMES GRAY 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
5239 Keilh Avenue - Near s.c. Hy~ro INSTAU.ATION ~u^L.T~ 
635-7158 ~., .,.~., ~ .~ ,~...,, 
m I m 
*4eo.o.N O.:. * O.,OINO * ~N. CLUK,.O NOW IN TERRACE 
WITH SYH WHEEL ~' BACKFILLING ~" LEVEL ING 
O & L PAINTING 
£ ~  ~ I.ter,or E~.r,or ..Id.~tlsl ¢ommsrclal 
TERRACE. Spe¢llllzlno In Sand Blasting and Industrial Coatings 
FREE ESTIMATES 
PHONE ANYTIME Phone: d35.4559 ODD NICOLAYSEN 
DAVE: & ALLAN 635-3505 
YOU SUPPLY WE INSTALL 
i 
! 3212 
v~/ -~ Smooth Sailing 
~_ / tothe ~ 
~, f f  Hera/d! 
KALUM PHONE 635-6357 
4 
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
: LOCAl. ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 par In. 
esrtlon. Over 20 words 5 cents 
:. per word. 
3 or more consecutive Insert lonl  
11.50 per  Inssr tlon. ,+ 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether un or not. 
: Absolutely no refunds after od 
, has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made befOre secOnd 
" Ineartlon. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
$1.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 par ln. 
esrtlon. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
13.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
14.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month balls only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to day 
of publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER other thin 
BUSINRSSES WiTH AN 
eSTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of $5.00 on il l  
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provided news sub- 
mlffag within one month. $5.00 
production charge for wedding 
and.or engagement plcturos. 
News of weddings (write-ups) 
received one month or moro 
efter event $10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensetfon. Payable In ad- 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUN¢EMeNTS: 
Blrthl 5.50 
Engagements 5.$0 
Marriages 
Deaths 
Funerals 
Cards of Thanks 
Memorial Notices 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
' COMING + EVENTS.' 
14..BusINESS ~ ... 
• PERSONAL •+ 
16, 
LOST 
33; :~FOR SALE 
; MISI~. 
29. MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 
30, •FURNITURE 
& APPLIANCES ' 
33, F0R SALE 
MISC, i 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 p.m, 
at St. Maffhew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
135.44u after 6:30 p.m. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call Birthr ight for an 
alternative to abortion. 
Phone 632.4602 anytime. 
Room 233, Nechako Centre. 
38. 
WANTE0 MISC. 
52. WANTED 
TO RENT Kltlmat A.A. Construction 
Group In KItlmat: telephone 
632-3713.  
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Meetings. 0:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed. 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays - Open Meetlnga 8:30 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, 
Kltlmat General Hospital. 
At.Anon Meetlnga. Tueedey 
- 0 p.m. Unltsd Church. 
Wel0ht Watchers meatlng 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, ,1907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening - -  6:30 p.m. 
--  United Church basement, 
Kltlmet 
WANTED DONATIONS 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October 1, 19/8 
Single copy 20(: 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier . year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth. 15.00 
ByMall 6mth 25.00 
By,Mail year 45,00 
Senfor Cltlzen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States at America one 
year aS.00 
Box 399, Terraco, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & Dlstrlct 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635+6357 
Kltlmat & District 
Phone 632.2747 
Tho Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headings end to sot rates 
therefore and to determine page 
locetlon. 
The Herald reserves the rlght 
to revise, edit, claeslfy or relect 
any edvertlesment end to retsln 
any answers cllrected to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, end to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" In. 
structlons not picked up within 10 
days of expiry of an ed. 
vertlssmont will be destroyed 
unless mailing Instructions 8re 
received. Those answering BoX 
Numbors are requested not to 
send originals of documents to. 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In ed. 
vertlsoments must be received 
by the publisher within 30 doys 
after the first publication. 
it Is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space, that the 
liability of the Herald In the 
event of failure to publish an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error appearing in the ad- 
vertlssment as published shall 
be tlmited to the amount paid by 
the edvertlssr for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the portion 
of the advertlslng space occupied 
by the Incorrect or omitted item 
only, and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for such 
advertlslng. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the Brltlsh Columble 
Humon Rlghts Act which 
prohlblts any advertlslng that 
dllcrlmlnetes agslnst any 
5.$0 person because of his race, 
5.50 religion, sex, color, nationality, 
S.50 ancestry or place of Origin, or 
s,so because hls age Is between 44 
5.50 and ¢5 years, unless the condition 
Is justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work In. 
volved. 
De you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635.5636 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
MEETINGS: 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2.3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
6354307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30.3:50 p.m. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 - 3:30 pm. Phone for 
eppglntment. Babyslttere 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con. 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Man. and Wed. from 3 
.4:10 p.m. By appointment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
FRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXAT ION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Men. afternoon 1 
.2 p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE.SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4V~ • 5 yrs. 
(pre.klndergarte'n): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap. 
pelntment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SANITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such as food 
potsonlngs end complaints, 
sewage disposal, private 
water supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
638-1155). The audlologlst 
wlll do hearing tests on 
referral by fatally doctor or 
O.O.R.P. 
Annual 
FALL BAZAAR 
& TEA 
November 17, 1979 
(nc-16N) 
Terrace Status of Women 
will be hosting Lynn Mac. 
Donald, president of N.A.C. 
for the Status of Womel~. 
Issues concerning women 
will be discussed. 
TIME: 7:30 pm 
DATE: Monday, Oct. 22 
PLACE: Terrace Hotel 
Skeena Room. (nc.190) 
WOMEN'S NIGHT OUT - -  
presents Mr. Ray Lussler 
from the Board of Education 
who will be speaking on the 
subject, of Child Rearing. 
This will be taklng place at 
the Women's Centre which Is 
sltu~ied at 4711 La~elle. The 
day Is October 18 and the 
time Is 7:30. Everyone 
welcome. (nc-180) 
The Ladles Auxi l iary  to 
Branch 13 Royal Canadian 
Legion are holding their 
annual "Snow F lake"  
Bazaar Oct. 20, 1979 at the 
Arena Banquet Room from 2 
to 4 pro. (nc.190) 
United Church Rummage 
and Garage Sale, Sat. Oct. 
20, 1979 • 10 am to 1 pro. 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. Featuring 
Boutique corner and at 12:30 
a$1 bag sale. Call Alice. 635. 
7763 or Norma at 635.4589. 
(nc-190) 
OCTOBER 
FIREWOOD SALE 
Sponsored by the Terrace 
Figure Skating Club. Birch 
firewood - -  delivered -- $35 
per pickup. U-Haul - -  $30.00. 
To order call Pat 
635.2539 
(nc-190) 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES 
FLOOR: 
community health nurse. Furn i tu re ,  appl iances,  
Speech pathologic . power tools, hand 'tools, 
therapist wil l  carry out dean small cars, motor. 
speech asae'sements and blkee, beats, motors or.any 
therapy, other items In acceptable 
LONG TERM CARE oondltlon. 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. Terrace Auction Mart 
635-9196. Comer of.Apsley & Lakelea 
Men. 8:30 p.m. United Assessment and plannlng for 
Church. those eligible for Long Term 
Man. 8 p.m. ; , ' , ! 'A l lmon ~,~::~:~Care. 
Skeena Health Unit. AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Thurs.or Sat. O:30p.m. MIIIs 
Memorial Hospital. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a frlendly 
Drop.ln Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
TRANSPORTATION 
As wel l"as an area for 
relexefton. For more In. 
formation about these and 
other activit ies, please 
phone 635.2565 and ask for 
Skesna Centre. See you there 
At 205-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
Women's A.A. Meetings - -  
Every Tuesday Night at 7:30 
--4711 Lazelts Ave. 635.5145. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6384311 
Terrace and District 
Community Services Society 
wish to announce the Annual 
General Meeting to be held 
on October 17, 1979 In the 
Celedonla Lecture Theatre 
at 7:30 pm. New members 
are very welcome. Phone 
635-3170 for more In- 
formation. (nc-170) 
or phone 435.5172. (cffn-2-20. 
79) 
L.W. SEARS AUCTION 
SALES 
open dally 10 am. 2 pm. 3930 
Hwy. 16 East next to Hotel. 
Furniture - Tools - Gifts . 
Housewares. Hundreds of 
Items. Auction Sale every 
Sunday 2 pm. 
Phone 635-7824 
(p5-190) 
PDQ 
Carpet & Flooring 
Installation 
You supply - -we  Install 
638-1691 
(em-1-10.79) 
GEMIN I EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
The Three Rivers Workshop any time between 8 am and 
for the Handicapped are 3:30 pm Monday thru 
looking for donations of any Friday. 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use INCHES AWAY CLUB 
for recycling or renovating. Meet every Tuesday night at 
Call us et 635.2238 between 0 In the Sksene Health Unit. 
8a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try For more Information phone 
to make arrangements for 635.3747 or 635.3023. 
pickup. 
47. HOMES 
FOR RENT 
49, HOMES 
FOR SALE " 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3.4621 Lakelse • 635.3907 
Wednesday I p.m..  3 p.m. 
end 4 p.m. - 5 p.m. or phone 
anytime: Lisa 635.3164, 
Carol 635.5136. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Ab,dllary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635-5320 or 635- 
5233, or leave Donations at 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
wean 11 e.m. and 3 p.m. 
Thank you. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
- a support service 
for women - 
4711 Lezelle Ave. 
behind Tilllcum Theatre 
635-5145. 
Drop In: 10 am-6 pm Mon.- 
Thurs. 10 am.4 pm Friday. 
We offer a comfortable 
relaxed atmosphere to 'meet 
and share Ideas. Children 
are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays. Women's 
AA. 1st Wednesday of month 
. Status of Women, 2nd 
Wednesday- Single Parents 
(led hy a single father), 3rd 
Wednesday Men & 
Women's Rap, Thursdays - 
Women's Night Out. 
Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea ' 
& Bazaar, Sat., Nov. 10 --  
Oddfellows Hall, 3222 
Munroe St. (nc.10N) 
B.C. Old Pensioners Tea & 
Bazaar will be held Sat., 
Nov. 3, 1979 at Terrace 
Arena Banquet Rm. from 
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc. 
2N) 
Ladles Auxi l iary to the 
Legion Bazaar In the 
Terrace Arena Banquet 
Room, October 20, 1979 from 
2 pm to 4 pm. (nc-190) 
Hourly and Contract 
635-3479 
anytime 
(am-1.10.79) 
SEARS 
SALES AGENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
Ornamental Ironwork 
.39/2 Deble Street 
Phone 635.7824 
10 • 2 
(cm-12-10-179) 
COLLIE R EXCAVATIN G 
Backhoe Work 
MEN & WOMEN'S RAP Phone635.S340after6:00pm 
SESSION (am-1.10.79) 
featuring STAN PERSKY. 
Discussion topic: "How can 
men benefit from the INSISTON 
Women's Lib Movement". THE BEST 
Wed. Oct. 97 - 7:30 pm. 
Women's Centre, 471 I 
Lazelle. Call 635.5145 for 
more Information. (nc.170) 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
mncrete Investment. 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc-23N) 
Schmltty'e Excavating 
635-3939 
(am-1.10.79) 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
4546 Park Avenue 
Will do typing In my home. 
IBM electric typewriter. 
Phone 638.1677. (c3.190) 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
rerrace & DECORATING 
635.7249 Drywall, stucco, tile, 
(am-1.10.79) linoleum. Free estimate. 
Phone 
15. 
FOUND 
638-1095 
(c20.6N) 
Found: one "expectant"  BACKHOE 
tortolse.shell female cat In for 
Thornhlll. Owner please HIRE 
phone Phone 
6354698 635,5454 
after 6 pm. 6354757 
(nc.sff) (cffn.2.10.79) 
sept. 22, 1979. Small male 
dog (Peekapoo). White curly 
helr. Tattoo reglstratlon on 
hls tummy. QAO99D. Sub- 
stantlal reward. Phone 638- 
0161. (c10-250) 
Experienced shake block 
cutters wanted for Queen 
Charlotte Island operations. 
Must be able to work on 
plece work basis. Highest 
rates paid. Phone 559.4259. 
(c8.190) 
SHIFT 
ENGINEER 
with fourth class certificate 
required for Mills Memorial 
Hospltsl. I.U.O.E. collective 
agreement In effect. Apply 
to: 
Personnel Director 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
4720 Haugland Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
A Fender reverb vlbrolux 
amplifier. Twin speakers. 4 
Input. Almost new. Phone 
635.2009 after 5:30 pm. (p3- 
190) 
Electric guitar and am. 
pllfler. Phone after 6 pm. 
635.9558. (p5.170) 
,Spanish style bedroom suite 
In excellent condition. S,150, 
Phone 635.3359. (p3-170) 
For Sale: Studio knitting 
machine 2 years old. For 
further information call 635. 
7070. (c20-0N) 
GARAGE SALE 
Anything & everything and 
(a5-230) 
INTERESTED IN  
PHOTOGRAPHY? Gain 
experience doing team 
photos. We'll train you. Good 
35 mm Slhgle lens~relfex 
a i thePa ' ; "e l i~t ron lc  flasi~ &+' 
car necessary. Must be 
available about 20 minutes 
each mornln0 and afternoon 
and about one hour each 
evening for one week. Call 
collect 521.9593. (p3-190). 
Pert-time graduate nurse or 
registered nurse to complete 
paramedical examinations 
In Terrace. Car "required. 
Apply Box 34158, Station D, 
Va~'ou~mr~ ~B~O. ~V~I.~ IN~L 
(c3.190) 
V0G 2W7 we dicker. From 10 am to 4 
pm at 4615 Graham. Held 
Indoors ,Ir. a garage. (c3. 
190) 
'79 CR 125R for sale. Phone 
635-5419. (p5-190) 
HELPWANTED canopy to fit crewcab or 
High school students for light short box truck. 80" long. 
work. Man. end Tues. 3:30-6 Phone 635-5572. (p3-190) 
p.m. Wed., Thurs., Frl. 7 - 9 
pro. Permanent opening for ForSale: Four cylinder, 1800 
speedy, conclontlous youth, cc motor out of Mazda 
Not suitable for lightweight pickup. Excellent cond. 
girls as one part of the lob Rebuilt. 40,000 miles as 
entails some lifting. Phone rebuilt. $400 OBO. Phone 790. 
635.5716 Wed.. Frl. before 6 2418. (c5-230) • 
pm or write Box 706, 
Terrace. (c4.190) For Sale: One new wood 
HOSPITAL heater. 880. Phone 635.5273. 
ACCOUNTANT (p5-190) 
required for 103 bed acute 
care facility C.G.A.R.I.A. or Tire changer for sale. Phone 
equ lva len  t requ i red .  635.4246. (c5-190) 
Hosp i ta l  exper ience  
preferred. Pref6rence Wi l l  Store Fixtures for Sale. 
beglven to applicentJ With Phone during the day. 
proven managerial aBIIItl'es. 635-6576 
Salary negotiable:Excellent (cffn.2.10.79) 
! fringe benefiM. L Al~ly~tlth 
• resume: 'to" Pers0nnel 20 foot river boat & trailer 
Dlrel:tor,+MIIrs Memorial  with 50 HP Merc. Jet unit& 
Hospital, 4120 Haugland extra leg. Controls & 
• ,Street, Terrace~B.C. VeG stesrlng. 1977 Mustang II 4 
LWT. (05.100) ~' epeed trans. Radial fires. 
For Sale: winter tires . 
excellent shape. $25 each. 
Mounted on 15 Inch rims to 
fit GMC or Chev vehicles. 2 
H78x15 and 2 G78~J~bJ~ted,,+. 
Phone 635.58~)~ (p~3:190) 
For Sale: One dlnln0 room 
table and six chairs. One 
The 
i DALLY HERALD 
i needs 
CARRIERS 
! In the following areas: 
• Thornhllh 
Cottonwond Street, Empire 
greet, Paquette Avenue, 
Kofoed . Oeslardlnes, 
Kofoed - Sharpies, River 
afire, Burgess • Laurler 
Avenue, Thornhlll Street. 
Terrace: 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
A0ar, 4700 Block Agar. 
If you are Interested In one 
these routes please 
hone: 
635.L157 
between 9 am and 5 pm 
Kltlmat: 
~'ukon Street, Quail . 
gerllng Streets, Oriole • 
~prey Streets. 
If Interested -- phone Kelth 
it 
432.2747 
[dfn.nc) i 
1979 Suzuki GS 1000. Low 
mileage. Ph. 630.8444. (pl0. 
170) 
I 
spot cash paid 
for your old 
FURNITURE - GUNS 
• JEWELLERY 
- BCRIC SHARES - 
WE BUY - SELL.  
TRADE • DELIVER • 
Terrace'e Most Unique 
Second Hand 
Antique Store 
Gunsmlthlng 
Quality Workmanship 
Guaranteed 
Buy - Sell 
Good Used Skates 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum Street 
Ph. 638.1613 
iatfn-12-9-79) 
• 'For Safer Living, Fuel Economy & Cleaner Air"  
• CHIMNEYS BOILERS,•e 
• AIR DUCTS FURNACES • 
eFIREPLACES 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
Specialists In power-vac cleaning 
96 Starling Street., 635.5292 
Kltlmat, B.C. V8C 11(5 632-2466 
For Sale: four tires and rims 
8x14.5'for mobile home. 
hockey equipment, gloves, 
pants, ankle, shin, elbow & 
shoulder guards. One pair 
professional model goalie 
gloves. Celestial telescope. 
23,1x60 mm. Phone 635.4297 
after 6 pro. (p4-190) 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
Try the Terrace Auction 
Mart Sales Floor. New & 
used furniture at a price 
anyone can afford..We buy 
and sell. Call the Terrace 
Auction Mart, 4435 Lakelse 
Ave. Phone 635.5172. (ctfn.2. 
20.79) 
8",(40 IOSY shack. Wired and 
finished. 635-5261 or 638.1990. 
(c5-180) 
For Sale: Five used BFG 
radial all terrain T-A's (1 
flat). 6,500 miles. Rims not 
Included. Ph. 630.1837. (p5- 
180) 
410 John Deere Backhoe for 
hire. Phone 635.4081. (am-5- 
10.79) 
To give away - - four  adult 
cats. 1 neutered male "end 
three spayed females. Phone 
635.6536 8:30.4:30 pm: (c3- 
190) 
TO GIVE AWAY 
One cat and one kitten. 
Kitten Is black, lively - -  cat 
Is young, dark brown with 
faint light stripes. Cat Is 
affectionate, adaptable, 
house broken. Hate to give 
her up, but landlord Insists. 
Call 635-4357 days, 438-1639 
evenings. Ask for Don. (nc- 
':~' -'~'" ' + '  ' "  ~" "+IP " + +: ~- '+ F ~'%~' '~ +; : . . )  .~+ ..:1 +, . . . . . .  + ' :1 + + '~ 
For Sale: Reglstered 
Alaskan Malamute puppies. 
Sire & Dam out of Sliver. 
sheen Kennels. Available 
Oct. 19. Ph. 635-1996 after 5 
prn. (pi0-290) 
For Sale: 3 year old male 
Irish setter. Excellent with 
cL~d~en:,63a-1996 after 5 pm. (/#,~6) 
Wanted to Buy: Used fur- 
niture such as couch, chair• 
table & chairs. Phone 635- 
5417. (ctfn-11-10-79) 
Wanted: Used gravel box. 
10.12 yards. Phone 635.4081. 
(p10-230) 
~h,,nted to buy. Old car and 
truck and cat batteries. Top 
price paid. Will pick up. 
Phone 635.4735 anytime. 
(p20.1N) 
Wanted - Good furniture and 
misc. articles for auction. 
Call L.W. Sears at 635.7824or 
3092 Hw,, 16 East. (p20.1N) 
Wanted to rent: covered 
garage space for slx months. 
Write to Box 1224, c.o 
Terrace Dally Herald, 3212 
Kalum St., Terrace. (p5- 
230) 
Wanted to buy: one bar 
frldge and one hot plate. 
Phone 635.7216. (p3-190) 
For Rent: 32 ft. trailer wlth 
expanding llvlng room. 
Furnlshed, one bdrm. Phone 
635-3186. (c5-230) 
For Sale by Owner: 3 bdrm. 
home, 2 yrs. old. Full 
basement, approx. 1200 sq. 
ft. Good location close to 
schools. After 6 - -  638-8267 or 
635.2569. (c6-170) 
For Sale by owner. 3 BR 
house 10 years old. Full 
basement, electric furnace 
on .78 acre lot. $40,000. Also 
21 cu. In. freezer. Ph. 635. 
3187. (p10-170) 
4 BR home. 1270 sq. ft. 2 
bathrooms. Ample car- 
peting. Ph. 635.4450 for 
appointment o view. (p10- 
240). 
HANDYMAN 
SPECIAL 
House and lot In Thornhlll 
area. Contact Rick Smith or 
Jack Ambler at 635.7117 for 
further detalle. (ctfn.16-10- 
79) 
3 BR home with full  
basement. Approx. 1000 eq. 
ft. Has 20x30 ft. workshop. 
Fenced & landscaped lot. 
Approx. 50x100. View at 4743 
graume or phone 63,5-9233 
alter 5 pro. (I)20,300) 
3 br. country home with 
excellent view on one acre. 
1026 eq. ft., creek frontage, 
large garden  area with 
excellent soil. Asking 
$40,000. Phone 635.2485 after 
6 pro. (cffn.16.10.79) 
New panabode home. 1240 
sq. ft. 3 hr. full basement. 
Features fireplace, patio, 
low taxes. May be seen 2109 
Churchill Drive. Price: 
upper 70's. Call 635-5687 • 
leave name and number. 
(I)4-190) 
For Sale by owner. 3 Br 
house 10 years old. Full 
basement, electric furnace 
on .70 acre lot. 840,000. also 
21 cu. In. freezer. Ph. 638. 
1672 or 63,5-3107. (p10-170) 
House for Sale: 4 bedrooms, 
garage, workshop, on ~ acre 
of land..Ph. 635.3411. (p5- 
180) " 
For Sale: ;~bd~m. home on 
.41 acres. Carpet, fireplace, 
sundeck and landscaped. 
$38,000. For further In. 
formation phone 635.2746 
after 5 pro. (c5.180) 
MUST SELL: Redecorated 
three bedroom house. 
Laundry room, no basement, 
In Thornhlll. Asking $,11,000. 
Would make good Income 
property or starter home. 
Phone 63~4074, 635.6809, ask 
t0r~ Carols:, I¢5-170) ~. '- .... u 
Three bedroom view home 
overlooking Terrace and the 
Skeana Valley. Many ex. 
cellent features, Including 
wall to wall carpeting, built 
In dishwasher, two full baths 
and large covered sundeck. 
Located in a quiet residential 
area only mlnutes from 
schools and downtown. 
Possession can be Im. 
mediate. To-vlew phone 798. 
2258 after 6 pm. (attn.11.10. 
79) 
2 or 3 BR house with 
basement and f ireplace 
preferred but not urgent. 
One or 2 steps to front en- 
trance. Call evenings only 
(collect If necessary). 112. 
r~7-4191. (c20-310) 
Shelter for an 8'9" camper. 
Nov. 1 - approx. April. Call 
after 6 pm. 635.7605. (c5. 
170) 
Accommodation urgently 
required for doctor. Phone 
635.6263. (a5-190) 
For Lease: Warehouse or 
shop. 6 units 19 ft. by 48 ft. by 
16ft. Celllng 14x14. Overhead 
door. Plumbing & gas heat. 
Fh. 635:7459. (cffn-MWF.12. 
10-79) 
For Rent: 900 KI. ft. on 
mcond floor. Air con. 
dtloned. Located et 4623 
Lakelse Avenue. Phone 635. 
2552. (ctfn-2-10.79) 
Lot for Sale: Excellent large 
lot on 4516 Cedar Crescent. 
Ideal residential area with 
potential .view. $21,000. 
Contact 635-7696. (cffn-2.10- 
79) 
1.74 acres lake erea 
property. Trailer end large 
shop for sale. Phone 790.2562 
after 5 pm. (p5.230) 
Hera ld  
c lass i f ieds  
635-6357 
• • ) 
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For Sale: Fdly equlpped 
oonvenlence store. Wnh 
: !lvlng accommodation. Store 
cbee a good y~ar round 
turnover. For further in. 
• formation plants write Box 
1214 or call 63S.3971. (ctfn.2. 
10-79) 
PART TIME 
OUTSTANDINg 
BUSINESS 
( "OPPORTUNITY 
, MOVIE HUT 
~b ln  operated chlldrens 
eartonn Movie Huts In sound 
and color. When placed In 
shopalng malls and lar0e 
retail etorel they are proven 
money makers, traffic 
builders a~l entertaining. 
Sub Dlstrlbutorlhlps ere now 
available In following areas. 
(11 East & West KootenayL 
(2) Prince George and ersas 
to the north and west. 
(3) Prince Rupert & 
Smnhers areas. 
Do you have n few hours 
per week to spare and ap- 
prox. S~O,O00 for Investment 
in four units? Exciuslve 
twritery and training In 
~m'vlce of. units provldnd. A 
new concept of chlldrenz 
entertainment fast growing 
across Cannda. For more 
details contact the 
distributor of MOVIE HUT 
in B.C. Steeler Pacific 
Distributors Lid. 
690 Kingston Ave. 
Kamloope~ B.C. V~B 2CA 
Ph. 376-625,$ 
(c3.190) 
For Sale: 1972 Norwestern 
12x56 mobne home with 
10x12 finished addition', 
onfurnlsl-,ed and In good 
condition. ReasonabJy 
priced. Phone 635.5.~. (p7. 
We) 
For Sale: 19/2 12x68 foot 
trailer set up In treller park. 
For app. to view call 635. 
2506. (c20-8N). 
'74 Monarch mobile home. 
Unfurnllhed, with frldge and 
stove. 12x63 with 2 Ioey 
shacks 10x12, fully finished 
with electric heat. 3 bdrm., 
uery good ¢ondnlon. Situated 
at 47 Woodland Helgh'tz 
Trailer Court with fenced.In 
lot. Must be lean' to be el~- 
preclated. Asking price 
$15,000. Phone 635..5829. (C- 
170) 
For Sale: 1976 24x60 Homco 
mobile home In PIn~ Mobile 
Home' Park. For more In- 
formation please call 535- 
2261 and ask for Tom. (cT- 
we) 
Must Sell - -  1975 Diplomat 
mobile' home. Furnished or 
unfurhlshed. Extras In. 
eluded. Can be seen by ap. 
polntment. Ph. 532.2585. (c7. 
we) 
For Sale: 1978 14x70 Manco 
mobile home. Unfurnished. 
Set up and skirted In local 
Waller park. Phone 63~9736. 
(cffn.2.10.79) 
Smell buslnelz. Can be ico~,.i,mv,.~,,,.. [ j~  ,~ 
operated part time or ;In I~o~l~;,~i;,,~u.~:, iM3rJ~'~ll 
conlunctlon with another io~, ,,,<~,,^~, ~- - r~ l~ l  iq¢ I I%111 IJ~lll 
line. Easy fermi to right ForFastServtceC.,i 
party. Phone 435.4569 TERRACE . 
evenings. (p8-260) 4~0e Lakelse~3s.7207Avenue i 
1972 Flrebl~d for sale. Phone 
~s.4240. (r~J.~o)::,, ,: 
For Sale: 1978 Ford Granada 
E.S.S. PS, PB, radio, bucket 
seats, radials. Low miles. 
Would like older car In Wade. 
Phone d35-2009after 5:30 pro. 
(p3-1~O) 
Priced for quick Sail -- '74 
Mazda RX3 Rotary. Has 
summer radials and winter 
bias ply tires. Stereo 
t#pedeck & radio. New 
~akes, I~t~ needs,.muffle¢ 
replacement. Asking sg00 
OBO. Phone 638.8430. (pS- 
~30) 
1974 VW Beetle. In good 
condition. 635-S1~ between 
F.4Mondaythru Friday. (p3- 
1~O) 
1967 Dodge for sale. Auto. 6 
cylinder. Phone 638-1390. 
(p4-220) 
1974 Corvette High Per- 
formance 3.50. T roof. Tilt 
wheel. New paint end tires. 
Phone 635-3153. (pS.190) 
Truck for sale: 1978 Bronco. 
PS, PB, posltracUon, 351 
with 4 speed. Excellent 
tepedeck and radio. 535.5416. 
(c16.220) 
'77 Chev 4x4. 30,0(10 mills. 
Excellent condition. Asking 
I5,400. Alia one large oak 
coffe~ table only six weeks 
old. Phone53S.94,1& (c3.180) 
• '72 Chev SWB Van. New 
radial tires, paint, Insulated 
Interior. Phone&l~.1037. (p4. 
we) 
Hen crew cab Brand New w. 
camper valued at S19,000~ 
Best offer takes. Cell after 6 
p.m. 112-624-6874 
C10.180) 
1976 Toyota Land Cruiser 
4x4. 283 engine. 350 horse 
cam. 2 sots of tires and rims. 
Soft and hard top. Ph. 
1662. (pS-170) 
11)'/5 GMC Jimmy 4x4. Auto, 
PS, PS. To:view call 635.9277 
or 635-2151 after 6 pm. (p3- 
1SO) 
1978 250 Ford Club Wagon. 
Low mileage. Partially 
camperlzed. Many extras. 
~93,  (cS.170) 
1949 Ford Model 050. Cab. 
over fuel truck. 4 com- 
partment WIIIock tank. 2850 
gal. cap. Complete with 
meter, live reel and hose. 
New pelnt, Vancouver city 
teeted until May .80. Phone 
635-631S, Room 107. (c3.100) 
Leaving In 3 weeks. Must 
Sell - -  1978 Ford Van FIe0 c- 
w swivel captain chairs. AC, 
~aders, summer & winter 
tires. Some customizing. 
Stereo etc. Ph. 635-2803 rm. 
1. (p15-240) 
MOTORHOMES FOR 
RENT: 20' " to 28'. 
Luxuriously equipped. Fully 
Insured. Available for Nov., 
Dec., Jan. Phone 632.2420. 
(c20.16N) 
MUST SELL IM- 
MEDIATELY: 1977 31 foot 
Wilderness travel trailer. 
Asking $8,500. View at Reel 
Inn Motel. HI0hway 16 West. 
Last trsl'ler a~ left. (ctfn.2. 
10-79) 
Gold and Diamond Gift Show 
Thurs., Oct. 18th 12 - 10 pm. 
Terrace Hotel Green Room. 
Door prize and refresh. 
meats. (c3-180) 
LEGAL 
CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
HOWLETT, Frederick 
David, Late of 4011 Sperkz 
Street, Terrace, B.C. 
Creditors and others 
having claims against the 
said estates, are hereby 
required to send them duly' 
veri f ied'to the PUBLIC 
TRUSTEE, S00 Hereby 
Street, Vanonuver, B.C. V6Z 
2C5, before Nov. 21, 1979 
after which date the assets of 
the said estate(s) will be 
distributed, having regard 
only to claims that have been 
received. 
CLINTON W. FOOTE 
PUBLICTRUSTEE 
(84-10,11,24~110) 
Herald 
classifieds 
get resu l ts  
Nun wins a Nobel Peace prize 
who died while in prison; 
Soviet dissenter Yuri Orlov; 
Archbishop Oscar Romero f 
E! Salvador and Adolfo 
Peres Esquivel of Argentina, 
head of a Latin American 
Christ/an services grouP. 
The five.member. Nor- 
wegian Nobel Committee 
said Mother Teresa wee 
8ivan the prize "in 
recognition of her work in 
bringing help to. suffering 
humanity". 
The prize this year  ls 
worth $190,000. 
In 1947, Mother Teresa 
moved into Calcutta's slums 
"to serve God amens the 
poorest of the poor." The 
order ehe" founded, the 
OSLO, Norway (AP) --  
Mother Teresa, Celcuttais 
"saint of the gutters," wae 
awarded the 1979 Nobel 
. Peace Prize today for her 
work among the poor of 
India. 
The Yuaoslavia,born 
Roman Catholic nun is the 
sixth woman to win the prize 
and the first since Mairead 
Corripn and Betty Williams 
of Northern Ireland won in 
1976. " ' 
President Carter had been 
amoug the 58 individuals and 
orpnL~atlons nominated for 
this year's prize. Other 
nominees were reported to 
have included South Mriean 
black leader Stevon Bike, 
Missionaries of Charity, is 
best known for its "home for 
the deeUtute dying" which 
opened in Calcutta. in 1~2. 
Mother Teresa, 69, was 
made an officer in the Order 
of the British Empire in a 
ceremony, last year at the 
Australian High Coramis~lon 
in New Delhi for her "ser- 
vices to humanity", 
She is the first citizen of 
India to win the peace prize 
since it was instituted in 
1901. 
She was born August ~7, 
1910, in SkopJe, Yugoslavia, 
one of three children of an 
Albanian shopkeeper, and 
her oriainal name was Agnes 
Gonxha BoJaxhin. 
"This year the world has 
turned its attention to the 
plight of children and 
refugees, and these are 
precisely (the) categories 
for whom Mother Teresa has 
for many years worked so 
selflessly," the committee 
said, referrin8 to the 
decision by the United 
Nations to declare 1979 the 
year of the child. 
Hundreds of beggars, 
lepers, the blind, the orip- 
pied, the dyina, the un- 
wanted gether daily outside 
of her mission for a free 
meal. For decades he has 
given the poor of Cnieutta's 
slums medical care, 
schooling, a bowl of 8ruel, a " 
Tories to have tough time 
The local riding battle with cuts to unom- Rill Rompkey, 'a Liberal 
association immediately ployment insurance nd the MP from Newfoundland, 
made it known that de Co,rat flnancin8 of small craft her- Ix'edlctsd his party will win 
was not welcome, the riding but admitted that 
Gordon Dobrowolsky, Jamieson's ll,0O0-vote 
president of the Con- 
servatives' Prince Albert 
ddin8 association, says the 
NDP will be their tonaheot 
competition. The NDP is 
fleld!ug Start Hovdsbo, a 54- 
year-old school adminis- 
t rater. 
But Dobrowolsky says that 
with the help of Diofen- 
baker's associates and some 
big Tory guns from outside 
the ridinS, the Conservatives 
should retain the seat. 
Peter Abrametz, a Uberal 
organizer in Prince Albert, 
says that "Uberal fortunes 
are enhanced now John has 
gone to Ida reward." 
His party plans to depict 
the Conservatives "as the 
powerbrokers" and theNDP 
"as a wnatadvote." 
Ed Breadbent, federal 
NDP leader, says his party 
will be fiahtiug the two 
byelecttonn on the future of 
Petro-Canada nd what he 
cenalders the government's 
mismanagement of the 
economy. 
• Prime Minister Clark's 
office says the Conservative 
leader must remain close to 
the Conunona these days 
because every vote is 
necessary to avoid collapoe 
of the minority government. 
Liberal Leader Pierre 
Trndcau has offered to visit 
both the t id ies and altheuah 
Saskatchewan and New-' 
By PAUL GE88ELL 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
Progressive Conservatives 
have some "tough sledding 
ahead" to win two federal 
byelectlonn Nov. 19, says 
Bob Coates.., party president. 
Referring to the contest in 
the Newfoundland ' con- 
ntituen,c.y of Burln-St. 
George s; Coates aid: '.Tm 
not goiug to he overly op- 
timlstic becauke we've never 
won that riding before." 
The other idina, John Die- 
fenbaker's ha'mar flefdom of 
Prince Albert, Saak., "is a 
very tough seat," Coates 
said in an interview this 
week. 
"It was Mr. Dlofenbaker's 
popularity hat stood the tide 
for us many times, All the 
vincial ridings are held 
NDP. We will have to 
go out and do battle." 
The Conservatives are 
hoping to exploit the 
memory of the popular 
former prime minbter and 
overpower the HDP, which 
had been steadily eroding 
Dlefenbaker's majority and 
sat like a vulture waiting to 
gobble up the ridin8 upon the 
former Tory lekde~'s death. 
The Conservative can- 
dldate in Prince Albert is 
. ~ E~n,  who'ls being 
billed ae "a direct descen- 
dant of John Diefenbakefe 
old law firm." The Liberal 
candidate, Clyne Harra- 
dsnee, is making the same 
claim. 
Shortly. after Dlefen- 
baker's death, rumore 
abounded that Robert de 
Cotret, ,the. unsuccessful 
ConservatiVe" e |eet ion  
candidate who was promptly 
put in the Senate and handed 
two ministerial pertfnilna, 
would be sent to run in 
Prises Albert, . 
formal]and Liberals ay he is 
welcome, no appearaneae 
have yet been planned. 
I~ Newfoundland, the 
byelection campaign is 
shaping up as a three-way 
Pr incess '  p ig  
causes furore  . 
c~l i6~' (AP)  - There KuPcin;t. rePorted; .Mrs,' 
Byrse left the party as soon was no comment today from 
a spokesman for Princess 
Marpret on a report that 
the princess referred to the 
Irish as "pip" during a 
dinner party conversation. 
with Chicago Mayor Jane 
Byrne, who Is of Irish 
descent. 
Chicago  Sun-T imes  
columnist lrv Kupeinet 
reported Thesday that the 
pdnceu and the mayor were 
eittlng at the same table 
when Mrs. Byrne remarked 
that she had attended the fu: 
nerel of Margaret's cousin, 
Lord louis Mounthniton in 
London. Mnnntbatten wsa 
ki~!ed i t  month by a bomb 
planted by Irish Republican 
Army assassins. 
"The Irish," Princess 
Marpret was quoted as 
saying, "they're pip," 
Then, she told the mayor: 
"Oh, oh, you're Irish,".• 
as possible, he wrote. 
Princess 'Margaret ' s  
private office at Kennington 
Palace in London offered no 
comment today. 
"I haven't been able to 
speak to anyone there and 
until I've been ablate, I have 
no comment," dald. a 
spokesman for the princem. 
Princess Ma~aret, who 
was in Houston, was not 
available for comment. 
The princess's private 
secretary, Lord Napier, 
denied the report. 
"The mayor said good- 
nilht to the princess in the 
nicest possible way," he said 
in a statement. 
The British tabloid Prim 
splashed 'the story acrou 
front ,pages today. The 
London Evening Standard 
_sa!d,."She Did Say It." 
I 
We're  on display Sat. Oct. 20 
at the " 
SKEENA MALL  ' 
Come and see how we work e ,d  pick up your DISCOUNT COUPON 
at the same t ime.  
SUPERSONIC CLEANING.  
- ~ _ _ _ ' 20 times more 
/A  ' II ') ~ CONCORD ~ powerful than ordinary 
~- - . /~ . .~  ~ ~ C,N:IPEI" C~I~-""  ~ machines 
aleies all 
WE BRING OUR PLANT TO YOU - I,:l¢lusive c0rpel cleaniol • " l  ' - I~ , [  
mllbile plant, mounted In our truck, hrings today's superior ~ I ~r~% 
cleaning right t,, your driveway• ~-~'~ Jl~l 
SUPERIOR CLEANING - Our mobile plant generates ten t,i ~r ~;~ ~l l ' J  
twenty times the extracthm power ,if ordinary "steam" units; | / X " ~  
cleans deeper and more thllroaghly, ,~'/S" I~p~ 
DRIES MUCH FASTER -; The pile is left much dricr und J ~ I I I I  t.I 
clea,ier than ordinary steam units, [ / t  I1 I I  i l l  t l  
STAYS CLEANER LONGER - Carpet Is sealed wills I /Z  il II '~ [~1 
Staiil-tlurd nfter eleaeilng to keep It clean longer. [{ / /  i [ I I r El 
FREE ESTIMATES - Phone for a free written estimate L / [  I J I ~. J El 
in your h,illln nr off ice. ,  with ahsolulely no nhligalion. /~  i ~ | f li l /  
EXTEIMDS LIFE OF CARPET - rl,,irough extraetiun or. I I " tG  |1 I~ 
al,ril,tw" ~!,ii a~iualiy extends the life ,st'your chrpet. / /  - !1 I '1 .~"  
CONCORD CARPET CARE / _ .4 '  pL/ 
Phone - 635-4612 ( , ~  ~ "  
hers as the major issues. 
The riding was vacated by 
Liberal MP Don Jandeson 
shortly after the May ~ nise- 
tion so the former external 
affairs minister eould 
assume the lendenhip of the 
provincial LiherB b. 
Ironieally, the Liberals 
have lined up Rogur Sim- 
mons, .a member of the 
Newfoundland legislature, to
try and regain Jamleson's 
seat. The Conservatives 
have sea~ed a bigger fish - -  
Welter Carter, a f~er  
provinctal fisheries minis- 
tor, 
The NDP, a rising force 
within the riding and second- 
place finisher to Jamieoon 
May 22, has chosen Dave 
McKlnnon, an official of the 
flshermen's union. Fonse 
Faour, the NDP's only MP 
from the island, says 
McKinnon's chances are 
good. 
adorlty in the last election 
much to do with the 
man's personality and not 
Just the party he 
represented. 
Finance Minister John 
Crosbie, a Newfoundland 
MP, indicated his candidate 
will face the toughest 
competition tram the 
Liberals, 
The Conservatives are 
hoping to capitalize on the 
new agreement with 
Newfoundland, giving the 
province greater control 
over off-shoce mourcee - -  a 
possible bonanza to the 
economically weak island. 
Even if the Conservatives 
ken both the Newfoundland 
and Saskatchewan seats, 
they will still be able to win 
the confidence of Parliament 
with the help of the five 
Social Credit MPs. 
slice of bread, or just a clean 
place tO die. 
"The pont give m so much 
more than we give them," 
Mother T~ said in an 
interview in 1977. "They're 
etror~ people, living 
day to day with no food and 
"they never curse, never 
complain. We don't have to 
give them pity or sympathy. 
We have so much to learn 
from them." 
Her mission to serve the 
she had a vocation to serve 
the poor, and six years later 
she offered to Join the Loreto 
nuns doing missionary work 
in Calcutta. 
It was on a train to the 
northeast India hill retreat of 
Darjeeling In 194S that 
Mother Teresa says she 
heard her second call "to 
serve Him among the 
ponr~t of the poor." 
With special permission 
from Rome to live outside 
poorest of the poor has now the convent, and with about 
spread acres India and.into 40 cents in her pockets, she 
about 14 other countries. But . started her first school in the 
she refuses to speak M 
herself, saying only "it's HIS 
(God's) work, not mine." 
One of her first major 
proJecto was the creel/on in 
1947 of the home for the 
dying 'destitutes, located in 
South Calcutta. SEES GOD 
Each day Mother Terena's 
BUng sisters come to the 
ome to try to turn 
desperation into cheer for 
the hundreds of dying poor 
who dot the streets of the city 
of a million people. 
"I see God in every human 
beiug," Mother Teresa once 
said. "When I wash that 
leper's woUnds I feel l am 
nurs~ the Lord himself. Is 
it not a beautiful ex- 
perience?" 
At the ale of 12, growing 
up in SkopJe, she first knew. 
slums of Calcutta. 
In 1950. she started the 
order (it the Missionaries of 
Charity, the seed of what in 
1977 totsiled81 schools, more 
than 300 medical dispen- 
saries and about 65 relief 
eantres and miselous in more 
than 50 Indian cities. 
Missions now are also 
located in Srl Lanka, 
Australia, New Guinea, 
Italy, Ireland and England. 
Others are in the Middle 
East, Africa and Latin 
America. 
Mother Teresa accepts no 
direct financial assistance 
from the Indian government, 
only an oocaelonel gift of 
lan, d for a new project. 
God is our hanker, He al- 
ways provides," says 
Mother Teresa. 
We are limed to aHOtice that we 
kava moved to Terrace. We're list in t i le 
for your Ciristmas palutlul[ & decoratinL 
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One Qf V.ancouve_r's most pleasing .attractions 
is the low weekend rate at Holiday Inn. 
Val 
ancouver~ Holiday 
nn hotels are offering 
special weekend 
price-25% off the regular 
room rate for a minimum 
stay of two nights: 
TheVancouver HOliday 
Inn Weekend Special. 
Luxury accommodation at 
a reduced price.With 
absolutely no reduction:in 
the standards for which 
Holiday Inn is world-famous. 
Like big, bright rooms, 
colour TV, extra-long double 
beds, free guest parking, 
pools and saunas, baby- 
sitting service, "Teens Free" 
family plan, coffee shops, 
fine restaurants and a wide 
range of entertainment 
facilities. 
it's one of Vancouver's 
most pleasing attractions. 
or reservations, call 
oil-free: in B.C., 
1- (800) -268-8811; your 
nearest Holiday Inn or 
your travel agent. 
InVancouver, HoSday Inn is dose to where you want to be. 
CITY-CENqRE (Harbour Side): 
1133 W. Hastings St., 
(604) 689-9211 
DOWNTOWN: BROADWAY: 
Howe St. at Helmoken, 711 W. BroadwayAve. (near City Hall), 
(6(14) 684-2151 (604) 879-0511 
Number one in people pleasing. 
) iI Prit)r restrvatit,zzs required. Wt ~ Lend SI)t'cial must be requested. Szlbject o availability. 
Available Fridays, Satltrdays and Su,(lay, suntil Julte i5/~l incl. 
Excludes special t, vl, iils, grlltlllS aiid i'tilWt, liihlllS. 
Pane 10. "rM HeraM, Wecnsa~iv, c.~tnber 17, 1979 
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SPORTS 
TIED__D__3  
Bucs battle 'back 
BALTIMORE (AP) -- 
John Candelarla stood in 
P i t t sburgh  P i ra tes '  
dressing.room after practice 
Monday and held aloft a 
crumpled ticket fir the say- 
,ruth game of major league 
I l l ,bal i 's World Series. 
"After tomorrow night, 
this will be worth a lot of 
money," shouted Can- 
delarla, the u~sagy soft- 
spoken Pirates pitcher. 
Candelaria went out 
Tuesday nilht and put his 
arm where his mouth was 
and made that lastchance 
ticket worth the asking 
price. He combined with re- 
liever Kent Tceuive for their 
fourth tandem shutout of the 
season.  
The National League- 
champion Pirates scored 
four tate-~nning runs and 
beat the Amerlcan League. 
champlon Baltimore Orioles 
4.0 to even the best-of-seven 
series at 3-3. 
Pittsburgh now is within 
one game of becoming the 
fourth team in history to 
rebound from a 3-I games 
deficit to win the Series. 
Jim Bibby, the starter in 
Game Four but net involved 
in the Pittsburgh loss, has 
the a,slgnment for tmlght's 
seventh game. He'll be 
opposed b~ Baltimore's Scott 
McGregor, the winner of 
Game Three. 
The 25.year-old Candeisrta 
went six pain.wracked in. 
sings and gave up Just six 
hlts. Tekulve followed, 
allowing only one hit in three 
innings for his second save of 
the series. 
"He (Candelaria) pitched 
through pain tonight (Tues. 
day)," said Pittsburgh 
manager Chuck Tanner, 
Tanner explained his star living with mixed emotions. 
lefthander went out despite 
an aching side. Candelaria 
has been bothered with a rib. 
cage Injury for more than a 
mouth. 
"He's a money pitcher, 
one of the best in the game," 
He needs one victory to gain. 
his first Series triumph. 
And win or l~e, when it's 
over, he has to go home to 
New Castle, Pa., and attend 
the funeral of his mother, 
Anne, 70, who died Sunday 
said Tanner, who has to he morning. 
BALTIMORE (AP) - -  
By beating Baltimore 
Orioles 4-0 ou Tuesday 
night, Pittsburgh Pirates 
tied the 1979 World Series 
at three games apiece 
and helped establish a 
number of team and 
individual series records. 
P i ra tes  second 
baseman Phil Garner 
c~ortieipated in his ninth 
uble play of the series, 
breaking the former 
mark of eight by a second 
baseman, held by 
Washington Senators' 
Bucky Harris in 1924. 
The combined shutout 
by Pirate hurlers John 
gandelarla and Kent 
Tceulve was the 87th 
shutout in series history, 
and the first since 
Boston's bids Tlant 
blanked Cincinnati 6-0 on 
five hits in the first game 
in 1975. It was only the 
ninth combined shutout in 
series history, the first 
since New York Mete' 
i~rry Konsman and Tug 
~Graw teamed up to 
blank Oakland A's 2-0 on 
.three hits .in the fifth 
game in 1973. 
Tekalve's ave was his 
second of the series under 
rules established in 1969. 
tying a series record. 
Others with two saves in a 
series since 1969 are Oak- 
land's Rollle Flngem in 
1972, 1973, and 1974; 
C inc innat i ' s  Wl! l  
McEnaney in 1976, and 
Oak land 's  Daro ld  
Knowles in 1973. 
Thesaerfflce flies hit by 
Willie Stargell in the 
seventh and Bill Robinsm 
in the elghth were the 
Pirates' fourth and fifth 
of the series, breaking the 
series record of three sat 
by the 1956 Brooklyn 
Dodgers, 1958 Milwaukee 
Braves, 1971 Orioles and 
1975 Boston Red Sex. 
Billy Smith's pinch-hit 
single in the seventh was 
the Orioles' sixth b~ the 
series, tying the series 
high set by New York 
Yankees in 1947 and 1960 
and Oakland A's in 1972. 
In the seventh 
Tuesday, as they hedin 
the eighth inning of the 
fourth game Saturday, 
the Orioles used three 
pinch hRters. They 
became the first club in 
series history to use three 
pinch hirers In an inning 
twice in the same series, 
Tanner had a pitcher 
warming up from the first 
pitch. 
"Wewero concerned about 
his side all the way," Tanner 
explained. "If there was any 
indication he wasn't 
throwing right, I was gdng 
to go out and get him. I knew 
it hurt him." 
gandelarla, who struck out 
two and walked none, ad- 
mired It hurt when he l~t- 
chad. 
"It hurt then and it hurts 
now," he said after 
emerging from the shower. 
Why did ha start to leave 
the field after warming up in 
the sixth, 
"I saw Chuck coming out 
and thought he was coming 
to get me,', gandeinria said. 
The winning runs came in 
the se~,enth inning when, 
with one out, Omar Moreno 
singled. Moreno reached 
second on an infield hit by 
Tim Full and scored on Dave 
Parker's single. 
Fed, who reached third on 
Parker's hit, then raced 
home on Willie Stargell's 
sacrifice fly. That's all the 
Pirates needed to hang the 
loss on Baltimore's Jim 
Palmer, who went eight iani 
p and gave up all four 
Pittsbargh runs. 
The Pirates wrapped itup 
with two more in the eighth, 
EdOtt singled with one out 
and irrepressible Phil 
Garner followed with a 
grnund.rule double, the ball 
bouncing over the left field 
fence, sanding Ott to third. 
Bill Robinson delivered 
oue run with a sacrifice fly 
and Moreno's third hit of the 
• night scored another. 
Tekulve, msanw fie, came 
on in the seventh and faced 
Just 10 batters in the final Islanders finally do it three inningsl Pinch-hitter 
When NOW York Islanders defeatedAtlanta Fl mes 5-1. Following Vatour's goal, 
danotplsyaggresaivelythey In the only other game, Joho Tonelli made it 3-1on a 
Dennis Mernk continued his powerplay score from 30 feet don't win hockey games, or 
so says their coach Al Ar- 
hear. 
The Islanders lost their 
opening two National 
Hockey League games and 
in each defeat showed a 
decisive lack of spark. 
Arbeur, however, appears 
to have found the cure for the 
blahs with a call to In- 
dlana~lls. 
The call went out Sunday, 
t p came Yvon Vautour from' 
the Central Hockey League 
end Tuesday night New York 
torrid scoring pace as 
Washington Capi ta ls  
dumped Los Angeles Kings 
8-8. 
Vautear got the Islanders 
fired up with a fight early in 
the game, then later knocked 
in what proved to be the 
winning goal. 
"That seemed to get us 
started," said Arboar about 
Vautour's confrontation with 
Atlnnte's Ken Houston 20 
seconds into the game. "I 
don't necessarily mean the 
fight but the fact that he was 
playing aggressively. That's 
what we had been lacking In 
our other games." 
Vautour's goal, a 46-lust 
slapehot that broke a I-I tie, 
came at I0:46 of the second 
period on a pass from Steve 
TambellinL At 6:56 of the 
same period, Atlanta's Bob 
Murdech had tied It I-I on a 
hreakaway. 
The islanders went ahead 
1-0 on Dave Lewls'o 35-foot 
slapehot at 2:18 of the first 
period. 
out. Mike Kaszycki made it 
4-1 at 2:48 of the final period 
and Bryan Trottier added 
the final New York goal ate 
in the game, 
Marnk scored his seventh 
goal of the season after Just 
four games Into an empty net 
to clinch the victory for the 
ga~tm. 
Guy Charron broke the 6-6 
deadlock late in the third pe- 
rind. 
It was a sea-saw contest 
which saw Washington build 
a 4-2 lead in the first period, 
and the Kings battled back to 
tie the game at six goals a 
piece at 9:58 of the third 
.period on a goal by Dave 
Taylor, his second of the 
game and fourth of the 
B~isan. 
Ryan Walter, Tom Rowe 
and two rookies, Bengt 
Gwtafsaon and Mike Gart. 
ner added Wsahlngton's 
other goals. 
CharlEs Simmer and Doug 
Halward also had two goals 
each for Los Angeles. 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
NHL 
WALES CONFERENCE 
Norris nlvislmt 
WL T F A P 
Pitt~lourgh 2 0 1 11 6 5 
/V~ontresl 2 0 0 6 2 4 
LOS Ang 1 1 1 15 15 3 
Detroit 0 i 2 8 10 2 
HnrtfOCd 0 i 2 7 10 2 
Adams Dlvldon 
,oo,,.., She wants to play Buffalo 2 1 0 15 10 4 Boston 2 t 0 10 ~ 24 Toronto 1 2 0 O 1 ~ebec 0 2 0 0 
CAMPBELL CONFIRMNCM 
Billy Smith singled with two 
out in the seventh for the 
only hit off the reliever. 
Tekulve, who was knocked 
around in the fourth game, 
fanned pinch-hitter John 
Lowenstein to end the 
seventh, one of the pitcher's 
four strikeouts. 
The Pirates appear to have 
put their defensive act back 
together, playing errorless 
ball. Second baseman 
Garner and third baseman 
Bill Madlock made fine 
plays. 
Garner was in the middle 
of one double play, in- 
creasing his World Series 
total to nine and breaking the 
record of eight set by 
Washington Senators' Bucky 
Harris in 1924. 
Garner also is It-far-21 in 
the six games for a .~4 
average - -  highest in the 
Series. He also has driven in 
five runs. 
Garner, however, would 
make no prediction on 
tonight's seventh game. 
Pstrick Division 
r~lla 2 1 o n 14 4 ORLANDO, Fla. (AIP) - -  was disappointed by the 
w.h  2 2 o Is =0 4 Armed with a catcher's mitt walkout. 
Atlanta 2 = o 16 13 4 and a court order, Patty Na- "They're the ones making Rangers 1 ! 0 9 $ 2 t, islanders 1 2 0 9 It 2 gata was ready to l~laY the big deal, she said. 
SmyflW Division softball in an all-male 
St. Lou,s 1 1 ~ I1 10 3 league. After an angry con- 
Vancouver 1 1 1 9 10 3 
Chlc.,~e 1 I 1 s Io 3 But while the 30-year-old frontollon between coaches, 
w,r~,peg I 2 o s 1o 2 secretary warmed up hehind members of the American 
Edmontor~ 0 t = ~ it = the plate Tueadaynight, the Fastener Components Inc, 
Colorado 3 O 2 1 6 9 1 other team walled off the squad said they would rather 
T~s~V R.u.s field to the cheers of the ,forfeit the game than play 
NY Ist,.nders 5 Atlanta I against a woman. 
~eshlngton S Los Angeles 6 crowd. 
"Let'sput her up against a "Maybe they were afraid 
Tonlsht's Games 200-poundman nd see how we would win," said Mob 
Montreal at ChlcBgo HartfOcd at Buffalo she's going to catch," coach Bucky Blankner. The 
Los Angeles at Pittlboroh grumbled spectator Judy forfeit boosted his team's 
Detroit at Wlnntpeo Smith, who plays in a record to 3-3 In its first year 
Vancouver st St. Louis of league play while 
Minnesota st Toronto women's oftball eague. 
Ms. Nagata won a tern- American Fastener fell to 0- 
porary order from a federal 5. 
i u D O E R E D U C E 8 Juu4e earlier Tuesday block. AWARD Hodges set a bearing on 
HOUSTON (AP) - - t l .S .  pog the Seminole County the case for 0ct. 23,whenhis 
Parks and Recreation order wW expire. 
District Judge John V. Department from enforcing 
Singleton has cut $128,000 
from the $3.25 million a Jury a poltcy of separate teams "We're not Just dealing 
warded Houston Rocket for men and women, with a token woman," Mob 
star Rudy Tomjanovlch for U.S. District Judge Terreil pitcher Todd Persons said. 
Hndges of Tampa acted on a "She's one of the founders of 
thein)urieSfaceSUfferedby a LosWhenAngeleshit in suit brought by Ms. ~.ogais's ;~.,t~am. She's a gutsy little 
team-mates, her co-workers l.~ker player during a 
National Basketba l l  at the 0range-Oscecla state Persons said spectators 
/~Bociation game. Tom. attorney's office. The suit hooted and Jeered MS, 
J,nGvicb suffered a frac- saldtbesegregatlonpolieyls Nagata as the te~m prsc- 
cured nose, broken Jaw, dlscrL-ninstory. 'riced after the forfeit. 
brain concussion and other Ms. Nagata helped 
injuries when hit by Kermit organize the team, calledthe Amer ican Fastener  
V;ashington during a game Mob, and also plays short, players cried foul at the 
Dec. 9, 1977. stop and second base. She court decision. 
The Terrace Commercial 
Hockey League began its 
season Saturday night, when 
MeEwan GM took a 5-2 
decision from Skeens Hotel. 
Scorers for McEwun were 
Rice Lewis and Ken Gordon 
with two apiece and Kim 
Linzherger with the other. 
For Skeeca, scorers were 
Kevin Alexander and Alan 
Souci. 
Commercial hockey starts 
McEwan won their second West end, while Ssan James for the Terrace, with wingiea 
game, and the second game got a pair. by Steve Beck, Mickey 
~ theseaann, when they beat Wagner and gary Humphry. 
Westend Food Mart 7-4 on In the second game of Sev Platonigot a pair for the 
Monday night. MeEwan Ms  n d a y n i g h t ' s Skeane, with Soucl getting 
scorers were Ken Gordon, i doubleheader, Terrace Hotel his second goal of the season. 
again with two, Ed McEwan skated past Skeana Hotel by Next games are Thursday, 
also with two, and singles a score of 7-3. Gord Hcensn with Skeena Hotel playing 
from Frank O'Brian, Darryl and Murray Hill got two each the Juveniles at 9 p.m. 
Mallet and Kim Linzborger. 
NBA expanding Dempsey got singles for 
I 
BASKETBALL 
EXHIBITION 
The Terrace Commercial Basketball League 
opened its exhibition season last night with two 
games. In the first, All Seasons Sports beats 
Ev's  Clippers 81-74, and in the second, the 
Skeena Hotel Orphans took Kluss and Sons 94-75. 
High scorers in the first game were Doug 
McKay with 26 and Mike Ireland with 20 for All 
Seasons. Paul Walker had 25 and Dale Prest 
had 16 for Ev's. 
Willie Harvey had 19 and Bob Rafter 14points 
for Skeena Hotel, while Andy Ruygrok scored 28, 
and Willie Chemko and Dave Metzmeier each" 
had 18 for Klnss and Sons. 
SALT IAKE CITY (AP) - -  
The National Basketball 
Association will expend to 
two more cities, "probably 
no later than next season," 
and is considering five 
"others for possible fran- 
chases, NBA commissioner 
Larry O'Brlon said Tuesday. 
But after that expansion 
the NBA will stay at the 
same size for perhaps five to 
10 years, O'Briea said. 
O'Brien said Dalkls and 
Minneapolis.St. Paul have 
applied for the new clubs and 
the league also is locking at 
St. Louis, Miami, Cincinnati, 
Toronto and Pittsburgh. 
"That will be i t  for 
.awhile," he said, But the 
NBA could farther expand 
later, he said, and not 
necessarily to more U.S, 
cities. 
"We'd be looking world- 
wide," hA Mid 
O'Brlen added he is cou- 
esrned "about prospects'of 
weak teams in New York, 
Los Angeles and Chicago - -  
the three biggest elevision 
markets. 
LARGEST WATER SUP-' 
PLY 
The Antarctic Icecap is the 
largest supply of fresh 
water, accounting for nearly 
two per cent of the world's 
total fresh and salt water. 
BBUY v DER SA U.IL o ,os5,000.°° 
PLUS receive one of the following 
S i te  
 NEEK lit 
• t.kS 
PLUS no mortgage payments til Jan.1980 
Will consider trades of RV's and campers 
f -. 
Meet our representative on MUNROE STREET 
I 
I 
, this week between 2 pm & 7 pm 
I 
I And  nhnn~A thA  hnmA that  .q l l i t~  vat= h==Qf l  
,lCx?- 
MALT L IQUOR 
LIQUEUR DE MALT. 
:iii:i 
Gct a hand le  
on something great. 
